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I
General Economic Trends

Summary

average annual rate of 1.8 percent which
was lower than the previous year's. The

The Korean economy showed a relatively

current account surplus narrowed from 15

strong performance in 2006. The current

billion dollars in 2005 to 6.1 billion dollars

account continued to post an underlying

in 2006 owing to a widened deficit on the

surplus and prices remained stable while

services account.

gross domestic product(GDP) grew at an
accelerated pace.

Monetary policy during the year was
implemented to reduce the degree of mone-

The growth rate of GDP rose from the

tary accomodativeness gradually in keep-

previous year's 4.2 percent to 5.0 percent as

ing with the improvement of the real econ-

exports kept up their brisk performance and

omy while watching closely on price stabil-

domestic demand exhibited a trend of

ity. From early 2006, despite a surge in

recovery. Despite a surge in international

international oil prices and the Korean

raw material prices, consumer prices

won's appreciation against the dollar, the

increased by only 2.2 percent on average,

domestic economy continued on the

affected by the stable prices of agricultural,

upward trend that had showed up from the

livestock and marine products and the

second quarter of 2005. Although prices

appreciation of the Korean won against the

showed stability, inflation pressures were

dollar. The core inflation rate stood at an

present on the cost side. Taking this real

1

to 4.8 percent for foreign-currency

Monetary Policy Committee raised the call

deposits. Meanwhile, the government oper-

rates in the United States rose steadily as

rate target 25 basis points at each of its

ated a fiscal policy neutrally such as bal-

Federal Reserve increased its policy rate

three meetings in February, June and

ancing fisical spending between the first

August to restain this inflation pressure pre-

and second halves of the year.

I
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World Economy's Growth Trend Continues

In the first half of the year, the interest

four times. However, in the latter half of the
During 2006, the world economy showed

year they fell slowly as Fed held the level

emptively and to ease the side effects gen-

During 2007, the Korean economy is

a high growth rate of around 5 percent for

of the policy rate owing to a slowdown of

erated by the retention of the low interest

expected to maintain a growth rate at its

the three consecutive years despite high oil

economy and the weakening of the infla-

rate stance. With the three-times upward

potential level, largely supported by the

prices and the upward trend of interest rates

tion concerns.

adjustment in 2006 in addition to two-times

robust increases of exports. Prices are

in major countries.

raise in the fourth quarter of 2005, the poli-

expected to remain stable due to the easing

The U.S. economy, despite a decrease in

correction phase in May and June, but shift-

cy rate was brought up to 4.5 percent. After

of cost-push inflationary pressures, such as

housing construction, maintained robust

ed to a bullish trend, influenced by favor-

September, however, the pace of economic

international oil prices. The current account

growth of 3.3 percent owing to a steady rise

able corporate results and a fall in oil

growth slowed down and the improvement

is likely to remain at the level of equilibri-

in private consumption and brisk corporate

prices, rising by 16 percent during the year.

of the employment situation was delayed.

um. However, the Korean economy faces

investment.

Eurozone and Japanese share prices simi-

Also, there were growing concerns about

the downward pressures such as uncertain-

The annual growth of the euro area econo-

the negative effects of the continuation of

ties related to international oil prices and

my reached its highest level since 2000

the won's appreciation against the dollar

exchange rates and the rise in household

with brisk exports and buoyant domestic

Over the course of the year, the U.S. dol-

and North Korea's nuclear test.

debts. The economy is also under the situa-

demand led by corporate investment and

lar generally showed a weak tone against

Accordingly, the call rate target was kept at

tion to show concerns about the worsening

consumption.

major currencies, including the euro, owing

4.5 percent. Along with this, in November

of the economy vitality.

U.S. share prices underwent a temporary

larly rose, in sympathy with U.S. share
prices.

The Japanese economy maintained the

to the prospect of a slowdown of the U.S.

and December, the Bank of Korea raised

In such an environment, economic policy

pace of its recovery. Despite somewhat

economy and the narrowing of interest rate

the reserve requirement ratios for Korean

needs to be focused on maintaining stable

sluggish private consumption, it grew by

differentials with other major countries.

won and foreign-currency deposits to

growth trends and strengthening the foun-

2.2 percent affected by the expansion of

Against the yen, however, it appreciated

enhance the efficiency of interest rate poli-

dation for medium and long-term growth.

corporate investment.

slightly, affected by the delay of additional

cy by preventing rapid expansion of finan-

To this end, the Bank of Korea plans to

The Chinese economy kept up its high

cial institutions' credit driven by expecta-

operate monetary policy during 2007 in

growth rate of around 10 percent as fixed

tions of a further increase in housing prices,

such a way as to maintain price stability on

investment and exports expanded rapidly.

International oil prices rose above 70 dol-

and overseas borrowing. As a result, the

the basis of the new medium-term inflation

The economies of the Southeast Asian,

lars per barrel (Dubai-spot basis) in mid-

average reserve requirement ratio rose from

target while paying close attention to eco-

Central and South American countries gen-

July, registering their highest-ever level

the previous 3.0 percent to 3.8 percent for

nomic growth and financial stability.

erally exhibited favorable growth trends

owing to the Israeli-Lebanese conflict and

influenced by brisk exports.

the problems posed by Iran's nuclear devel-

Korean won deposits and from 3.6 percent
2
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economy situation into consideration, the

upward adjustment of interest rates in
Japan.

3

of other internationally-traded raw materi-

Brisk Exports, Domestic Demand on

owing to the slower growth of private con-

fell back sharply with the easing of Middle

als marked a firm upward trend for the year

Recovery Track

sumption and sluggish construction invest-

East tensions and an increase in stockpiles

as a whole, with their steep rise of the first

of crude oil, standing at around 56 dollars

half of the year being moderated in the lat-

per barrel at the end of the year. The prices

ter half.

Unit : %

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Economic Growth
1)

World

3.1

4.1

5.3

4.9

5.1

1.6

2.0

3.2

2.7

3.2

United States

1.6

2.5

3.9

3.2

3.3

Japan

0.3

1.4

2.7

1.9

2.2

0.9

0.8

2.0

1.4

2)

Adranced

Eurozone
1)

Developing

tic demand exhibited a recovery trend dri-

struction investment, the growth rate

ven by private consumption and facilities

dropped to 0.9 percent again in the fourth

investment while exports maintained their

quarter owing to the slower growth of

strong expansion.

exports and facilities investment. In the

the first quarter to 4.0 percent in the fourth

steady increase in consumption, maintain-

quarter due to a base-period effect.

7.0

8.4

8.8

9.0

8.7

(China)

9.1

10.0

10.1

10.4

10.7

0.1

2.2

5.7

4.3

4.4

12.6

26.1

(23.8)

(26.8)

1.7

6.9

Other raw materials4)

ment. Despite a trend of recovery in con-

quarter, led by buoyant exports and a

7.3

($/barrel)

year's 4.2 percent to 5.0 percent as domes-

2.6

7.4

Crude Oil

increased, centering on facilities invest-

gradually slowed down from 6.3 percent in

7.7

3)

Korean economy rose from the previous

a rate of 1.0 percent from the previous

6.7

Central and South America1)

to 1.2 percent as fixed investment

meantime, the year-on-year growth rate

5.1

Asia

During 2006, the GDP growth rate of the

In the first quarter, GDP growth registered

1)

ing the upward trend since the second quar-

Seen by components of demand, final

4.8

ter of 2005. In the second quarter, the GDP

consumption expenditure increased by 4.5

46.2

24.7

growth rate slowed down to 0.8 percent

percent. Private consumption remained on

(33.8)

(49.4)

(61.6)

18.5

10.3

28.4

5)

Long-term Interest Rates
(United States)
(Japan)

Growth Rates of Real GDP1)

< Chart Ⅰ- 1 >
3.81

4.25

4.22

4.40

4.70

0.90

1.36

1.43

1.47

1.68

1.22

0.93

2.23

4.07

5.02

0.002

0.005

0.001

0.002

0.46

I

ment. In the third quarter, however, it rose

General Economic Trends

International Economic Indicators

< Table Ⅰ - 1 >
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opment. Subsequently, however, oil prices

(%)

(%)

12

12

Short-term Interest Rates
(United States)6)
6)

(Japan)

(LIBOR USD 3-Month)7)
JPY per USD8)
8)

USD per EUR

1.38

1.15

2.56

4.54

5.36

119.3

107.0

103.8

117.5

118.8

1.050

1.259

1.356

1.184

1.320

Notes: 1) Based on the figures published by IMF
2) Based on the figures published by OECD
3) Dubai spot price, annual average
4) Non-fuel primary commodities index (IMF), annual average
5) Yield on 10-year Treasury notes, at the end of the year
6) Yield on 3-month Treasury bills, at the end of year
7) 3-month maturity dollar LIBOR, at the end of year
8) Based on the end of year

4

8

8
Growth of exports
GDP

4

4

0

0

Increase in final consumption and fixed investment
-4

-4
Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ
2003

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

2004

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ
2005

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

2006

Note: 1) Compared with the previous quarter
Source: the Bank of Korea「National Accounts」
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accelerated pace of 12.4 percent, affected

Manufacturing and Services

was blunted by the worsening terms of

slowdown in building construction, which

by the favorable growth of the global econ-

Accelerate their Pace of Increase

trade and the inadequate improvement of

served to offset the recovery of civil engi-

omy. Imports increased by 11.3 percent,

the labor market. Meanwhile government

neering. On the other hand, the rate of

influenced by a sharp rise in imports of cap-

Looking at the trend of production activi-

spending increased 5.8 percent, influenced

increase in facilities investment rose from

ital goods and consumer items with the

ties by sector during the year, while the

by expanded social security outlays.

the previous year's 5.7 percent to 7.6 per-

recovering pace of domestic demand.

construction industry was at a standstill,

The rate of increase in fixed investment,

cent as investment in machinery increased

Meanwhile, the growth of real gross

in spite of the slowing construction invest-

steadily, led by semiconductor manufactur-

national income (GNI) remained at 2.3 per-

ment, rose from the previous year's 2.4 per-

ing equipment, in addition to an improve-

cent, below the real GDP growth rate. It

Manufacturing industry grew at an accel-

cent to 3.2 percent, due to an upswing in

ment in transportation equipment.

was attributable to the deterioration of the

erated pace of 8.4 percent. Food & bever-

terms of trade owing to the run-up in

ages, textiles and non-metallic mineral

international oil prices and a fall in prices of

products, which are largely reliant on

export products.

domestic demand, were generally sluggish.

Exports of goods and services grew at an

facilities investment. Construction invest-

Domestic Economic Indicators

< Table Ⅰ - 2 >

Unit : %

2004

2005

4.7

2006p

However, semiconductors, automobiles
and ship building showed faster growth

0.8 (5.1)

1.2 (4.8)

0.9 (4.0)

sation of employees to NI edged up from

owing to brisk exports. Machines for indus-

0.6 (4.1)

0.9 (4.0)

1.0 (3.7)

0.0 (0.2) -0.9(-5.0)

2.0 (-0.1)

1.9 (3.2)

the previous year's 60.7 percent to stand at

trial use also continued the trend of high

3.8(11.1)

0.1 (5.3)

61.4 percent because of the continuation of

growth owing to an expansion of facilities

4.9(15.7) 2.2(12.4)

0.5(10.5)

the higher increases rate of wages, while

investment.

5.0

1.0 (6.3)

-0.3

3.6

4.2

1.2 (5.2)

(Construction Investment)

1.1

-0.2

-0.4

(Facilities Investment)

3.8

5.7

(Exports)

19.6

8.5

12.4

2.6(11.1)

(Imports)

11.3

3.8(11.4)

7.6 -1.0 (7.0)

Ⅱ

2.2 (7.2)

13.9

7.3

GNI1)

3.9

0.7

2.3 -0.5 (1.6)

0.8 (1.7)

0.5 (2.4)

2.5 (3.3)

Unemployment Rate2)

3.7

3.7

3.5

3.5 (3.9)

3.5 (3.4)

3.5 (3.3)

3.4 (3.2)

Consumer Prices1)

3.6

2.8

2.2

(2.0)

(2.3)

(2.5)

(2.2)

The gross saving ratio fell from the previ-

cent. Looking at the industry’s various

ous year's 32.9 percent to 31.4 percent due

fields, the growth of communications

to the recovery pace of consumption. The

slowed down, but the business, transporta-

1)

Core Inflation

4.5(12.8) 2.2(11.3) -0.6(10.1)

the operating surplus of enterprises saw its
slight rise.

The services industry extended its trend of
recovery to mark a growth rate of 4.2 per-

2.9

2.3

1.8

(1.3)

(1.8)

(2.1)

(2.0)

281.7

149.8

60.9

-11.2

6.9

3.7

61.4

Exports(customs clearance basis)1)

31.0

12.0

14.4

(10.6)

(16.9)

(16.3)

(13.8)

Imports(customs clearance basis)1)

25.5

16.4

18.4

(19.7)

(20.4)

( 21.1)

(13.0)

gross domestic investment ratio edged

tion & warehouse, and health & social wel-

Yield on 3-Year Treasury Bonds

4.11

4.27

4.83

4.94

4.87

4.78

4.72

down from 30.2 percent to 29.9 percent

fare services all grew relatively high,

Yield on 3-Year Corporate Bonds3)

4.73

4.68

5.17

5.38

5.15

5.10

5.05

KOSPI(end-of-period)

895.9

1,379.4 1,434.5

1,359.6

1,295.2

1,371.4

1,434.5

owing to the slower pace of construction

affected by the recovery of domestic

KRW per USD(end-of-period)

1,035.1

971.6

948.9

946.2

929.8

investment, which counteracted a rise in

demand, brisk exports and the govern-

facilities investment.

ment's policy to expand social security out-

Current Account($,billion)

3)

1,011.6

929.8

Notes: 1) The rate of increase or growth compared with the previous quarter, The figures in parenthesis are
year-on-year rate
2) The figures in parenthesis are not seasonally adjusted.
3) Average during the period
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Examining the distribution of national
income (Nominal NI), the ratio of compen-

4.2

(Private Consumption)

sented brisk performance.

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

GDP

manufacturing and service industries pre-

Ⅲ

Year

1)

I
General Economic Trends

ment decreased by 0.4 percent due to the

ANNUAL REPORT

a recovery track but the pace of increase

lays.
The construction industry was still in the
7

employed to the population aged 15 or

increase of unit labor costs (nonfarm-basis)

percent, following on from the previous

28.4 percent to 27.8 percent and that of

above) also remained the same as 2005 to

dropped sharply from the previous year's

year. The sluggishness was alleviated

construction dropped slightly from the pre-

stand at 59.7 percent. However, the propor-

3.6 percent to 2.0 percent, affected by the

somewhat in the government sector led by

vious year's 9.2 percent to 9.1 percent, but

tion of temporary and daily workers

improvement of the labor productivity.

the improvement in civil engineering, but

that of services rose from 56.3 percent to

declined and the number of persons willing

the private sector saw a further slowdown

57.2 percent.

to work additional hours decreased, show-

owing to a series of measures to stabilize

Headline and Core Inflation Slow Down

ing a slight improvement in terms of the

the real estate market.

Insufficient Improvement in Employment,

Electricity & gas and water sector saw its

and Slight Slowdown of Wage Increases

growth rate slow down to 3.5 percent due

quality of employment.

The consumer price index (CPI) rose by

Looking at the number of persons

2.2 percent on average, slowing down from

employed in each business field, the service

the previous year's 2.8 percent. This was

to a rise in the average temperature during

There was some improvement in labor

sector continued its trend of increase as

attributable to the continuation of the

winter. In the agriculture, forestry and fish-

market conditions, but this was less than

employment in business and educational

Korean won's appreciation against the U.S.

ing sector, production dropped by 2.6 per-

sufficient considering GDP growth.

service industries expanded. On the other

dollar, the stable movement in the prices of

The number of persons employed

hand, the manufacturing sector, despite

agricultural, livestock and marine products

increased by 295,000, a similar level as the

high growth of it, continued to register a

and wages, which together offset the effects

Meanwhile, looking at the weight of each

299,000 of the previous year, and the

decline in the employed as the changes in

of the hike in the prices of international oil

industry in GDP(nominal), that of manu-

employment rate(the ratio of persons

structure to the information and communi-

and other raw materials.

cent owing to a reduction in the cultivation
area.

1)

Employment Level and Nominal Wages

< Chart Ⅰ- 2 >
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facturing declined from the prerious year’s
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doldrums with its negative growth of 0.1

(Compared with the same period of the previous year, 10 thousand persons)
60

(%)
10

the change of the number of persons employed (left scale)
50

8
rate of increase of nominal wages (right scale)

40

cation industry persisted. The number of

Looking at the movement of consumer

persons employed in construction industry

prices by period, headline inflation

marked only a slight increase owing to

remained at a level of 2.0 percent during

lackluster construction activity and that in

the first quarter of the year owing to the fall

agriculture, forestry and fishing industry

in housing rents and prices of agricultural,

continued its downward trend.

livestock and marine products.

6
30
4
20

2

10

0

0
Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ
2004

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

2005

Note: 1) Nonfarm-basis nominal wages year-on-year
Source: National Statistical Office「Employment Trend」
,
Ministry of Labor「Labor Statistics Survey」

8

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ
2006

Ⅳ

Despite the insufficient improvement in

However, in the second and third quarters,

employment, the unemployment rate edged

it accelerated to 2.3 percent and 2.5 percent,

down from the previous year's 3.7 percent

respectively, affected by a sharp rise in

to 3.5 percent owing to a change in popula-

international oil prices and growing

tion structure in terms of labor supply.

demand pressure in line with the economic

Wage (on the basis of regular workers)

recovery. In the fourth quarter, however,

increases slowed down from the previous

international oil prices shifted to a down-

year's 6.6 percent to 5.7 percent. The

ward trend, pulling the inflation rate down
9

Consumer Price Increase Rate and Core Inflation Rate1)
(%)

6

6

and noticeable improvements in the quality

tations of a price hike thanks to mismatch

competitiveness of main export items.

I

By item, wireless communication equip-

between demand and supply.

Headline inflation

5

General Economic Trends

5

of new apartment in some areas and expec-
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ment shifted to a decrease in exports and
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Core inflation

1

1

0

0
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Note: 1) Compared with the same period of the previous year
Source: National Statistical Office「Consumer Price Trend」

computers, home electronic appliances and

Current Account Surplus Diminishes

textiles saw sluggish export performance
The current account surplus narrowed

throughout the year, but machinery, preci-

substantially from the 15.0 billion dollars of

sion equipment, petroleum goods, ships,

the previous year to stand at 6.1 billion dol-

semiconductors, steel and metals enjoyed

lars as the goods account surplus declined

high rates of export growth. Exports of

and the service account deficit widened.

chemical products and passenger cars saw
a steady increase.

Exports (customs-clearance basis)
increased by 14.4 percent to total 325.5 bil-

Imports (customs clearance basis) accel-

inflation stood at 2.3 percent during the

lion dollars, posting a double-digit increase

erated their pace of growth rate from the

Looking at price rises by category, the

medium term inflation target period of

rate for the five consecutive years. This was

previous year's 16.4 percent to 18.4 per-

prices of agricultural, livestock and marine

2004~2006, which is below the lower

largely attributable to the expansion of

cent, registering 309.4 billion dollars and

products fell by 0.1 percent centering on

bound of its target range (2.5

3.5%).

overseas demand brought about by the sus-

standing at increasing faster than export. for

grain prices, while those of industrial prod-

Considering that the inflation rate of Korea,

tained rapid growth of the global economy

the second consecutive year.

ucts rose by 2.0 percent, showing a slower

which is higher than those of advanced

pace than the previous year, thanks to a fall

countries, has been at the stage of disinfla-

in the prices of durable goods. Charges for

tion, it is understood that the nation's infla-

services increased by 2.7 percent, led main-

tion does not affect economic growth sig-

ly by the increase of charges for public util-

nificantly.

to 2.2 percent.

< Chart Ⅰ- 4 >
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ities, which was somewhat faster pace than
the previous year's 2.4 percent.

In the real estate market, both housing
prices and housing rents showed a faster
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Core inflation, which excludes the prices

pace than the previous year. Despite a

of non-cereal agricultural products and

series of government measures to stabilize

40

petroleum products from the CPI, rose by

the real estate market, housing prices and
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1.8 percent, showing a slower pace than the

housing rents climbed by 11.6 and 6.5 per-

Current account
(right Scale)
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previous year's 2.3 percent.
In consequence, the average rate of core
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cent respectively during the year, affected
by controversy over the high selling prices
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The Korean won, meanwhile, strengthened

its ratcheting-up of the Federal Fund rate

ing on crude oil increased sharply owing to

exporters. In the meantime, foreigners'

against the U.S. dollar owing to continued

and an increased appetite for purchases of

a surge in their prices. Meanwhile, those of

stock investment shifted to a net outflow

oversupply of the dollar in the local foreign

long-term bonds by pension funds and

consumer goods (excluding gold) showed a

and Koreans' investment in overseas securi-

exchange market.

insurance companies. However, from

speedier pace of increase than the previous

ties increased sharply.

Long-term market interest rates shifted to

October, they shifted to an upward trend,

year. Imports of capital goods, led by

As of the end of 2006, the holdings of

a downward trend from the beginning of

affected by foreigners' massive selling of

machinery and transportation equipment,

international reserves amounted to 239 bil-

the year owing to the rise in oil prices, wor-

Treasury bond futures and the announce-

increased steadily.

lion dollars, an increase by 28.6 billion dol-

ries over an economic slowdown following

ment of the decision on a hike in the reserve

With imports showing a much larger scale

lars from the end of the previous year.

the won's appreciation against the dollar

requirement ratio. Consequently, as of the

of increase than exports, the goods account

Gross external liabilities increased by 75.5

and expanded purchases of bonds by asset

end of the year, secondary market yields on

surplus narrowed from the 32.7 billion dol-

billion dollars throughout the year center-

management companies, and this trend

the three-year Treasury bond fell by 0.16

lars of the previous year to 29.2 billion dol-

ing on short-term borrowings to 263.4 bil-

continued until May. From the beginning of

percentage points from the previous year-

lars.

lion dollars, and their ratio to nominal GDP

June, they showed a sharp rise, affected by

end to stand at 4.92 percent.

The services account deficit, though,

rose sharply from 23.7 percent at the end of

an upward adjustment of the call rate target

Short-term market interest rates showed

widened from the 13.7 billion dollars of a

the previous year to 29.7 percent.

and a rise in yields on U.S. Treasury bonds,

an upward trend until the middle of August

year earlier to 18.8 billion dollars in

Meanwhile, net external assets, which rep-

but fell back again owing to expectations

in response to the three upward adjustments

response to the sharp increase in payments

resent gross external assets less gross exter-

that the U.S. Federal Reserve would cease

of the call rate target throughout the year

for overseas travel, education abroad and

nal liabilities, decreased by 21.4 billion dol-

outsourced business services. Meanwhile,

lars during the year under review to record

the income account deficit narrowed owing

99.4 billion dollars.

< Chart Ⅰ- 5 >
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By item, imports of raw materials center-

Market Interest Rates and Stock Prices
(4 Jan. 1980=100)

(Annual %)
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to a sharp rise in external interest income,
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which counteracted the effect of increased

Long-term Interest Rates and
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overseas borrowings. The current transfers
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account deficit on the other hand, widened.

800

5

The scale of the capital account surplus

Long-term market interest rates showed a

expanded from the previous year's 4.8 bil-

downward trend, affected by worries over

lion dollars to 18.6 billion dollars. This was

an economic slowdown and an increase in

mainly attributable to a sharp rise in over-

demand for purchases of long-term bonds.

1,000

Yields on 3year Treasury bonds
(left scale)
600
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seas short-term borrowings by foreign

Share prices enjoyed a modest upward

exchange banks following a surge in pur-

trend after a temporary correction phase.

4
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Overninght Call market rate (left Scale)
3
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prices and worries over the poor business

Korean Won Exchange Rates

(won)

performance of IT companies. From

products. Subsequently, they fell back

March, though, it shifted to an upward

slightly owing to weakened expectations

trend, helped by the enlargement in for-

for an additional hike in the call rate target,

eigners' net purchase of stocks and expecta-

but showed an upward trend again, trig-

tions of an improvement in corporate

gered by the decision to raise reserve

results, and it posted a record high of

requirement ratios. As of the end of the

1,464.7 on May 11. Subsequently, howev-

year, secondary market yields on 91-day

er, stock markets in major countries shifted

CDs stood at 4.86 percent, a rise of 0.77 of

to a bearish trend owing to worries over a

a percentage point compared to the end of

slowdown of the global economy and for-

the previous year.

eign investors also shifted to massive net

Banks' lending and deposit rates also

selling, pulling KOSPI down to its lowest

exhibited an upward trend in response to

level for the year of 1,203.9 on June 13. In

the rise in short-term market interest rates.

the latter half, it shifted back to a moderate

1,300

won/dollar1)
1,100

1,100

1,000

1,000

900

900
won/100yen2)
800

800

700

700
2004

2005

2006

Note : 1) Based on closing price
2) Arbitrated rate of exchange announced by Seoul Money Brokerage Services, Ltd.

Appreciation of Korean won, which had
become evident since October of the previ-

the end of the previous year and risen by
7.2 percent on an annual average basis.

upward trend again as stock markets in

and short-term rates (secondary market

major countries, including the United

yields on three-year Treasury bonds versus

States, entered a bullish trend and interna-

those on 91-day CDs) narrowed sharply

tional oil prices held steady. As a result, as

from 0.99 of a percentage point at the end

of the end of the year, KOSPI registered

of the previous year to 0.06 of a percentage

1,434.5, which was 55.1 points higher than

weakening trend until October in response

During the year, the growth of deposit-

point at the end of 2006.

at the end of the previous year.

to non-residents' purchases of offshore non-

taking by banks accelerated throughout the

ous year, persisted until early May owing to
the continuation of forward sales by export-

Buoyant Deposit-Taking by Banks,

ing companies.

Acceleration of Growth of Loans

Thereafter, the Korean won showed a

Apart from this, the corporate bond risk

The KOSDAQ index showed similar

deliverable forwards (NDFs) and a net out-

year as time deposits, which had declined

premium (secondary market yields on AA-

movements to KOSPI, but failed to recover

flow of foreign stock investment funds.

in the previous year, showed a big increase

grade corporate bonds versus those on

its level of the end of the previous year as

From November onwards, the won

owing to special sales campaigns offering

three-year Treasury bonds) fell slightly

the scale of its fall after the middle of May

returned to an strengthening trend, influ-

high interest rates and a hike in deposit

owing to sluggish issuance of corporate

was relatively large and the IT sector,

enced by the international weakness of the

interest rates. Deposit-taking by asset man-

bonds, to stand at 0.37 of a percentage point

which has a greater trading portion, showed

U.S. dollar, and it closed at 929.80 won per

agement companies also increased sharply,

at the year-end.

poor performance. The KOSDAQ index

dollar at the end of the year. As of the end

led by stock-type beneficiary certificates,

stood at 606.2 at the year-end, 95.6 points

of the year, accordingly, it had appreciated

even though sales of MMFs were sluggish

lower than at the end of the previous year.

by 8.8 percent against the U.S. dollar from

owing to the implementation of the next

owing to the run-up in international oil

I

1,200

1,200

Meanwhile, the spread between long-term

KOSPI fell from the beginning of the year
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(won)

1,300
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largely invested in short term financial
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and sluggish sales of MMFs, which are

15

indicates liquidity of financial institutions,
and of broad money M2 rose from the pre-

enterprises and households accelerated

vious year's 7.0 percent and 6.9 percent, to

sharply compared with the previous year.

7.9 percent and 8.3 percent, respectively.

Lending to large enterprises reduced, influ-

This was ascribable to the speedier

enced by favorable cash flow of financially

growth rate of private credit following an

Overnight Call Rate Target Adjustments1)

(Annual %)

(Annual %)

5.5

5.5

5.0

5.0

4.5

4.5
(10. Aug)

4.0

4.0
(8.Jun)

(13. May)

healthy large firms and expansion of fund

increase in financial institutions' lending
3.5

3.5
(8.Dec)

and investment in securities, which offset

rate debt securities. On the other hand,

the effects of the money absorption through

lending to small and medium enterprises

the overseas sector following the outflow

(SMEs) expanded sharply, affected by stiff

of foreigners' stock investment funds.

competition between banks to expand

Meanwhile, the growth rate of narrow

loans. The growth of lending to households

money M1 decreased by 0.8 percent as cor-

also accelerated centering on housing mort-

porate MMFs were excluded from M1

cial easing with a view to supporting the

the economic situation after September

gage loans, following the previous year,

from November 2005 owing to the imple-

economic recovery while keeping a close

owing to growing uncertainties over eco-

affected by a rise in real estate prices and

mentation of the next day purchase system.

watch over price stability.

nomic conditions at home and abroad, it

banks' competition to write more loans.

However, the growth rate of M1-MMF,

The Bank of Korea raised the call rate tar-

However, as the growth of loans to SMEs

which excludes MMF from M1, rose from

get by 25 basis points on each occasion of

exceeded that of loans to households, the

the previous year's 6.1 percent to 8.3 per-

three steps made in February, June and

Throughout the year, in order to ensure

share of household loans in banks' total out-

cent similar to those of the other monetary

August and raised the interest rate of the

that call rate formed at their target level, the

standing loans moved down from the previ-

aggregates.

Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loans and

Bank of Korea controlled market liquidity

ous year's 50.9 percent to 50.5 percent on a

Liquidity Adjustment Loans by the same

through open market operations, including

year-end basis.

spread. These steps came under the judg-

the issue of Monetary Stabilization Bonds

Principal Policy Measures

ment that it needs to ease negative side-

(MSBs). MSBs outstanding amounted to

During the Year

effects generated by the continuation of low

158.4 trillion won as of the end of the year,

interest rates and cope with inflationary

an increase of 3.2 trillion won from the end

pressure preemptively as the domestic

of the previous year, but the scale of their

economy is expected to continue its

expansion narrowed sharply compared

Throughout the year the Bank of Korea

upward trend, which started from the sec-

with the 12.5 trillion won of the previous

Looking at the movements of monetary

conducted monetary policy in such a way

ond quarter of the previous year. Under the

year.

aggregates, the growth rates of Lf, which

as to gradually reduce the degree of finan-

judgment that it needed to carefully watch

This was attributable to the greatly reduced

generally improved pattern with the bill
default ratio falling thanks to brisk fund
raising through borrowings from banks and

Call Rate Target Raised Three Times

the issuance of commercial papers (CP)
stocks.
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(9. Feb)

(10. July)

raising through private placement of corpo-

Corporate funding conditions showed a

I
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The growth of banks' lending to both
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day purchase system for corporate funds.

(12. Aug)

(11.Oct)

(11.Nov)

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.5
2003
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Note: 1) The figures in parenthesis are adjustment dates of the call rate target.

maintained the call rate target at 4.5 percent.
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Adjustment of the Reserve Requirement Ratios
Unit : %

Type of deposit

Previous
1)

Korean
won

deposits, housing installment deposits and certificates of deposit(CD)
Other deposits including demand deposits and money market

transactions with financial institution coun-

1.0

0.0

2.0

2.0

The rationale for the change of the target

terparts from the method of borrowing

indicator from core inflation to consumer

and lending of funds using securities as col-

price index (CPI) is that public expectations

lateral to the buying and selling of the
securities .

7.0

of inflation are formed on the basis of con-

3.0

3.8

sumer prices and most countries use CPI as

1.0

1.0

2.0

2.0

Despite a change of the target indicator,

overdrafts in the execution of payments and

Foreign currency demand deposits

5.0

7.0

the target was set at the same range to that

settlements. However, to avoid a rise in set-

Average reserve requirement ratio

3.6

4.8

of the 2004~2006 period, taking into over-

tlement risk as a result of excessive reliance

all consideration the trend of inflation, the

on intraday overdrafts, it decided to impose

volition of policy makers for price stability

interest on those in excess of 25 percent of

and the attainability of the target.

the equity capital of financial institutions.

Average reserve requirement ratio
2)

Foreign currency deposits of special entities

Time and savings foreign currency deposits and negotiable
certificates of foreign currency deposit3)

Note: 1) Long Term Housing Savings Deposits, Worker’
s Preferential Savings Deposits, Long Term Savings Deposits
for Household, Worker’
s Asset Formation Deposits, Worker’
s Long Term Savings Deposits and Worker’
s
Housing Savings Deposits.
2) External accounts, overseas emigrant accounts and resident accounts which are opened by forex
banks, and negotiable certificates of deposit of people who can open above accounts.
3) Foreign currency term deposits with maturity of one month and over, negotiable certificates of foreign currency deposit with maturity of 30 days and over, foreign currency installment savings with
maturity of 6 months and over.

the target indicator.

the use of financial institutions' intraday

In October, it revised the Aggregate
Improvement of Monetary and

Credit Ceiling system in such a way as to

Credit Policy

enhance efficiency, with the changes com-

tations of a rise in housing prices and the

mencement of currency swap transactions

availability of funds from financial institu-

with the National Pension Fund, a reduc-

tions' overseas borrowing. In December, it

Throughout the year, the Bank of Korea

Specifically, it excluded large enterprises,

tion in the Bank of Korea's lending to gov-

also raised the reserve requirement ratio for

endeavored to improve the tools of mone-

which had been included as objects of sup-

ernment, and sales of long-term reverse

foreign currency deposits.

tary policy, including open market opera-

port of certain funds including Corporate

tions, in order to enhance monetary policy

Procurement Loans, from access to the

efficiency.

Aggregate Credit Ceiling. Also it excluded

securities, which substituted some of the

Arrangement of the 2007~2009

demand for the issuance of MSBs.

Medium-Term Inflation Target

I

In September, it abolished the ceiling on

need to absorb liquidity following the com-

repurchase agreements involving long-term

Meanwhile, it raised the reserve require-

18

average consumer price inflation.

Current

5.0

deposit accounts(MMDA)

Foreign
Currency

ing markets, it changed the method of RP

General Economic Trends

Long-term time and savings deposits

Time deposits, installment savings deposits, mutual installment

on the basis of the three year annualized
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ing into effect from January 2007.

To ease the phenomenon of the over-con-

the discount of commercial bills from the

centration of short-term interbank call mar-

objects of support, in view of limited

ment ratio for short-term Korean won

As the 2004~2006 medium-term inflation

ket fund transactions, the Bank of Korea

effects of such support, and brought loans

deposits, including demand deposits, in

target ended at 2006, the Bank of Korea set

widened the range of bonds eligible for RP

for the production of raw materials and

November to heighten the efficiency of the

a new inflation target which comes into

sales from February and implemented

parts within Corporate Procurement Loans.

interest rate policy by curbing overly rapid

force from 2007. The medium-term infla-

long-term (14-day) RP sales using them as

In keeping with this realignment of the

credit expansion resulting both from a

tion target for the year between 2007 and

the underlying securities. In April, to

Aggregate Credit Ceiling System, in

surge in demand for loans following expec-

2009 has been set at a range of 3.0 0.5%

encourage activity in the RP and bond trad-

December it reduced the amount assigned
19

as payment and settlement systems which

STRIPS(the Separately Trading of

sory and monitoring functions for the sta-

for the first quarter of 2007 from 5 trillion

guarantee the finality of settlement even in

Registered Interest and Principal of

bility of the foreign exchange market.

won to 3 trillion won. Meanwhile, it raised

the event of a financial institution's bank-

Securities) for Treasury bonds.

the quota of the aggregate credit ceiling

ruptcy.

with

the

It also allowed asset management compa-

the foreign exchange market, the govern-

nies to borrow investment securities and

ment abolished the ceiling on residents'

branches of the Bank of Korea from 4.4

examination

Financial

trade credit derivatives and eased limits on

acquisition of overseas real estate for resi-

trillion won to 4.9 trillion won to expand

Supervisory Service (FSS) on eight banks

the minimum investment amount and

dence and that on individuals' and private

support for regionally-based small and

throughout the year. In particular, in

assets subject to management for private

businessmen's overseas direct investment,

medium-sized enterprises.

February and May, it participated in special

equity funds.

while allowing the acquisition of overseas

examinations to counter, respectively, a

Along with this, it permitted mutual sav-

real estate with a value of less than 1 milli

Heightening Stability and

surge in housing mortgage loans and stiff

ings banks to establish credit-specialized

on dollars for investment. It also eased vari-

Efficiency of the Financial System

competition between banks for expansion

branch offices and to issue prepaid cards

ous regulations, including raising the ceil-

in terms of external scale, and to check on

and debit cards, endeavoring to create a cli-

ing on foreign exchange positions for for-

factors making for financial system insta-

mate of fair competition between financial

eign exchange banks from the previous 20

bility.

institutions.

percent of equity capital to 50 percent.

During the year, the Bank of Korea carried out its duties of heightening the safety
of the financial system through improve-

Seeking to improve the quality of the cur-

To handle the spread of electronic finan-

For the effective conduct of joint exami-

ment of the payment and settlement system

rency through the introduction of advanced

cial transactions, including Internet bank-

nations of foreign exchange transactions

and examination of financial institutions.

anti-counterfeiting features, it issued new

ing, it also passed the Electronic Financial

with the FSS and handling preemptively

First of all, for effective implementation

5000-won banknotes and promoted the

Transactions Act to clarify the rights and

possible disturbances in the foreign

of the supervisory function of the payment

issuance of new 10,000-won and 1,000-

obligations of those engaged in transactions

exchange market following the abolition of

and settlement system, it simplified the

won banknotes.

and secure stability and reliability of elec-

the capital transaction permission system,

tronic financial transactions.

the Bank established a Foreign Exchange

classification system of the payment and

Meanwhile, the government endeavored

settlement system from three stages - core,

to enhance financial efficiency through

important and others - to two stages -

continued realignment of the financial sys-

Wider Liberalization of Foreign

eign exchange monitoring system. Along

important and others -in line with the BIS

tem.

Exchange Transactions and Foreign

with this, the Bank carried out special joint

Exchange Market Stability Pursued

examinations of foreign currency loans

standards.
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The Bank of Korea also conducted joint

First of all, as part of efforts to improve

I

To ease the phenomenon of oversupply in

General Economic Trends

administered by the various regional
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under it to individual financial institutions

Investigation Team and realigned the for-

Along with this, to secure stability of the

systems to revitalize the Treasury bond

payment and settlement system following

market, it issued 20-year Treasury bonds

The government and the Bank of Korea

banks to extend foreign currency denomi-

the implementation of the "Act on

for the first time and made a downward

expanded the liberalization of foreign

nated loans chiefly in response to real

Bankruptcy and Rehabilitation of Debtors,"

adjustment of the bidding units for

exchange transactions, including overseas

demand.

it designated BOK-Wire and CLS system

Treasury bonds, as well as bringing in

investment, and strengthened their supervi-

with the FSS and guided foreign exchange-

Meanwhile, the system of regional finan21

should be paid to grasping the underlying

Asia was strengthened by, for example, the

my has been weakening gradually owing to

movements of prices. It also plans to

Bank of Korea 's expansion of the scale of

the sluggishness of enterprises' investment

enhance the efficiency of policy and

its existing Chiagn Mai Initiative(CMI)

activities.

improve the management of its monetary

currency swap facilities with six countries,

Viewing these points, the future economic

policy instruments through accurate diag-

including Japan, for the stability of the East

policy should be focused on bolstering the

nosis of economic situation and seamless

Asian foreign exchange markets.

foundation for growth of the Korean econ-

communication with the markets.

I
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this situation, the dynamism of the econo-
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cial cooperation among central banks in

omy from a long-term perspective.A firm
Policy Tasks and Monetary Policy in 2007

trend of price stability needs to be secured
and a soft landing of the real estate market

During 2007, the Korean economy is

should be engineered in such a way as to

expected to maintain a GDP growth rate at

avoid any great impact on the economy.

a potential level, in line with the robust

Active corporate investment should be

growth of exports. Consumer prices are

encouraged by the abolition or revision of

expected to show stable trends owing to the

unnecessary regulations. At the same time,

easing of upward pressure from the cost

the next-generation industries that will

side, including international oil prices,

serve as the future engine of growth must

while the current account is likely to main-

be identified and fostered. Endeavours

tain an overall equilibrium position.

should be made to strengthen the competi-

In this way, the major macroeconomic
indicators for the Korean economy, includ-

22

tiveness of the service industry, which lags
far behind that of advanced countries.

ing growth and prices, are expected to

During 2007, the Bank of Korea's mone-

show a generally favorable picture, but a

tary policy will be carried out in such a way

number of factors making for risk are still

as to exercise careful vigilance over eco-

latent. Uncertainties remain concerning the

nomic growth and financial stability while

level of international oil prices and

maintaining price stability in accordance

exchange rates and adjustment of global

with the new inflation target.

economic imbalances. In particular, the

Along with this, as the indicator of the

possibility exists that a high rise in house-

inflation target has been changed to the

hold debts will restrain the pace of recovery

consumer price index, which is more sensi-

of domestic consumption expenditure. In

tive to external shocks, more attention
23

cator even though core inflation has less

of the target. And the inflation targeting

volatility in the short-term and is less

changed from setting a single target range

responsive to the change of the policy rate

to setting a specified band above and below

than CPI inflation.

the mid point. Because people can easily

The inflation target has been set at the

grasp the policy maker's intention and the

same range to that of the 2004~2006 peri-

Bank can more readily reflect people's

od, taking into overall consideration the sta-

inflation expectations.

II
Monetary Policy

makers for price stability and attainability
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II
Monetary Policy

of countries are using it as their target indi-

ble trend of inflation, the volition of policy

1. Inflation Target

disinflation, it is understood that there was
The Bank of Korea, in line with the entry

no significant effect on growth even though

into effect of the seventh revision of the

inflation was running slightly below the

Bank of Korea Act in 2004, set the inflation
target at a range of 2.5~3.5 percent in terms
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countries and the nation is at the stage of

lower bound of its target range.

6

Inflation Targets and Inflation Trends1)
(%)

(%)

6

Headline inflation
5

5
Medium-term inflation range

4

4
3±1%

Meanwhile, as the period of the medium-

of the annualized average rate of core infla-

term inflation target ended in 2006 the

tion for the 2004~2006 period.

Bank of Korea set a new inflation target to

2.5~3.5%

3

3

3±1%
3±1%
2

2

During 2006, the final year of the medi-

come into force from 2007. The medium-

um-term inflation targeting system, head-

term inflation target for 2007~2009 period

line inflation and core inflation rose by 2.2

has been set at a range of 3.0 0.5% based

percent and 1.8 percent, respectively, on

on annualized average consumer price

annual average. Accordingly, the average

inflation.

rate of core inflation, the chosen target indi-

For the new medium-term inflation target,

cator, stood at 2.3 percent during the medi-

the Bank of Korea changed the target indi-

um-term inflation target period, below the

cator from the core inflation to the con-

lower bound of the target range(2.5~3.5%).

sumer price inflation. Because people's

However, considering that Korea's infla-

expectations of inflation rate are based on

tion rate is still higher than that of advanced

the consumer prices inflation and a number

Core inflation
Annual inflation target ranges

1

0

2001

2002

1

2003

2004

2005

2006

0

Note: 1) Compared with the same month of the previous year
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(year-on-year,%)

< Box Ⅱ - 1 >

II

(year-on-year,%)
20

20

15

Monetary Policy

Performance of the 2004~2006 medium-term inflation targeting
15
Food inflation

1. Inflation developments

10

10

5

5

A. Overview
During the period of 2004~2006 medium-term inflation target, headline inflation recorded at 2.9 percent on average, showing a more stable
trend than 3.4 percent on average during the 2001~2003 period. Core

0

0

Headline inflation

-5

-5

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Source: National Statistical Office「Consumer Price Trend」

inflation, the target indicator, recorded by 2.3 percent, slighty below the
lower bound of the medium-term inflation target (2.5~3.5%).

Meanwhile, demand pressure on inflation had been modest. It had
been reflected in the moderate rise of service charges, which are mainly
driven by the business cycle.

Inflation Targets and Inflation developments
(annual average basis)
Unit : %

2001~03

2004~06

2004

2005

2006

3.0±1

2.5~3.5

-

-

-

1)

■ Inflation Target

■ Headline inflation

3.4

2.9

3.6

2.8

2.2

■ Core Inflation

3.2

2.3

2.9

2.3

1.8

Note : 1) Based on core inflation

Service charges and headline inflation
(annual average basis)
Unit : %

2001~03

2004~06

2004

2005

2006

Service charges(A)

3.7

2.7

3.1

2.4

2.7

Headline inflation(B)

3.4

2.9

3.6

2.8

2.2

Difference(A-B,%p)

0.3

-0.2

-0.5

-0.4

0.5

Source: National Statistical Office「Consumer Price Trend」

B. Main characteristics
During the 2004~2006 period, the prices of petroleum products rose
sharply so that supply shocks impacted much larger than that of preced-

In addition, housing rents, which rose by an annual average of 4.5 per-

ing three years. As a result, the difference between the consumer prices

cent during the 2001~2003 period, increased by just 0.6 percent during

inflation and the core inflation widened to 0.6 percentage point from 0.2

the 2004~2006 period. As public utility charges and prices of petroleum

percentage point during the previous period.

products rose sharply, the gap between increasing rate of the cost of liv-

Food prices showed a stable movement. In the past, food prices inflation had been much higher than consumer prices inflation. but it

ing index and consumer price inflation expanded from that in the previous three years.

remained far below that of consumer prices inflation during the
2005~2006 period.

26
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B. Monetary policy
In case that inflation rate continues to deviate from the upper bound of the
inflation target, most countries implement monetary policy in such a way
as to lower the inflation rate.
However, if inflation rate deviates from the lower bound of the inflation
target, counter measures differ by country according to the economic and
policy conditions. In particular, countries at the disinflation stage generally
do not respond to the deviation, which reflects a process of marching
toward the long-term target. At that stage, the lower bound is set at a level
higher than the optimal inflation rate and it is recognized as a guidepost
measuring the speed of disinflation. Since the effect of a monetary policy
action appears after the passage of a considerable time and the inflation targeting system aims at price stability from a medium and long-term perspective, the central bank needs to cope with current price fluctuations in a
flexible manner. In particular, in countries like Korea where the inflation
rate is relatively high, it is desirable not to respond by rote to the deviation
from the lower bound.

During the year, the Bank of Korea direct-

continued and private consumption showed

ed the implementation of its monetary poli-

a robust recovery. Meanwhile, housing

cy in such a way as to gradually diminish

prices showed unstable movements in

the degree of monetary accomodativeness

Seoul and metropolitan areas. With a view

by bolstering the economic recovery while

to policy consistency in its stance of gradu-

paying careful attention to price stability.

ally diminishing the degree of monetary

From the beginning of the year, the

accomodativeness in keeping with trend of

Korean economy was expected to continue

economic recovery, the Bank of Korea

the upward trend evidently since the second

raised the call rate target further in two 25-

quarter of the previous year. Accordingly, it

basis point steps, which were undertaken

needed to ease the negative side effects

on June 8 and August. 10 and brought it up

arising from the continuation for some con-

from 4.0 percent to 4.5 percent.

siderable time of a low interest rate stance

After September, amid the uncertainties

and deal with the inflation pressures gener-

surrounding economic conditions both at

ated by the persistence of high oil prices.

home and abroad heightened, it kept the

In response, the Bank of Korea raised the

call rate target at 4.5 percent under the

call rate target by 25 basis points from 3.75

judgment that it needed to watch the trends

percent to 4.0 percent on February. 9, fol-

of the economic situation.

lowing similar interest rate hikes on two
occasions in the previous year.

the call rate target, the interest rates on the
Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loans and

watch the impact on the real economy and

Liquidity Adjustment Loans were both

the financial markets of the upward adjust-

raised in three 25- basis points steps in

ments of the call rate target already under-

February, June and August, bringing them

taken, the sharp run-up in international oil

up, respectively, from 3.5 percent at the end

prices and the won's steep appreciation, the

of the previous year to 4.25 percent and-

central bank maintained the call rate target

from 2.0 percent to 2.75 percent.

May period.
28

In keeping with the upward adjustment of

Judging, however, that it was desirable to

unchanged at 4.0 percent during the March-

II
Monetary Policy

Like inflation, it is known that deflation has a negative effect on economic growth in general. However, most countries operating an inflation targeting system set the lower bound of the price target at a level higher than
deflation. It is accordingly presumed that although the actual inflation is to
be below the lower bound, it has no negative effect on economic growth.
Korea's average core inflation during the 2004~2006 period was 2.3 percent, slightly below the lower bound of the inflation target, 2.5 percent.
However, considering that Korea's inflation rate is still higher than that of
advanced countries and the nation is at the stage of disinflation, it is understood that there was no significant effect on growth even though inflation
was running slightly below the lower bound of its target range.

Subsequently, however, the won-dollar
exchange rate stabilized, export growth

2. Implications of deviation from the lower bound

A. Economic growth

ANNUAL REPORT

2. Interest Rate Policy

During the year, the Bank of Korea controlled market liquidity by means of open
29

Overnight Call Rate Target Adjustments1)

< Table Ⅱ - 1 >

(Annual %)

(Annual %)

5.00

Adjustment of the Reserve Requirement ratios
Unit : %

5.00

Type of deposit
4.75

4.75

4.25

(10. Aug)

4.00
3.75

3.50
3.25

(11.Oct)

3.00
2005.1

3.00
3

5

7

9

11

2006.1

3

5

7

9

11

Note: 1) Figures in Parenthesis are the dates when the overnight call rate target was adjusted

2.0

2.0

5.0

7.0

3.0

3.8

1.0

1.0

2.0

2.0

Foreign currency demand deposits

5.0

7.0

Average reserve requirement ratio

3.6

4.8

housing installment deposits and certificates of deposit(CD)
Other deposits including demand deposits and money market deposit
accounts(MMDA)
2)

Foreign currency deposits of special entities
Foreign
Currency

Time and savings foreign currency deposits and negotiable certificates of
foreign currency deposit3)

II

Note: 1) Long Term Housing Savings Deposits, Worker’
s Preferential Savings Deposits, Long Term Savings
Deposits for Household, Worker’
s Asset Formation Deposits, Worker’
s Long Term Savings Deposits
and Worker’
s Housinhg Savings Deposits
2) External accounts, overseas emigrant accounts and resident accounts which are opened by forex
banks, and negotiable certificates of deposit of people who can open above accounts.
3) Foreign currency term deposits with maturity of one month and over, negotiable certificates of foreign currency deposit with maturity of 30 days and over, foreign currency installment savings with
maturity of 6 months and over.

market operations such as the issue of

Besides this, to curb the abrupt credit

Monetary Stabilization Bonds (MSBs) in

expansion following a surge in demands for

order to maintain the call rate at its target

loans on expectation of a rise in housing

level. Consequently, the outstanding vol-

prices and financial institutions' overseas

ume of MSBs swelled from 155.2 trillion

borrowing and to enhance efficiency of

won at year-end 2005 to 158.4 trillion won

interest rate policy, it raised the reserve

at year-end 2006. However, the scale of the

requirement ratio for Korean-won deposits

To enhance the efficiency of monetary

22th of February, strengthening the func-

expansion was sharply narrowed compared

in November. Namely, the reserve require-

policy during the year, the Bank of Korea

tion of monitoring and analyzing the bond

with the previous year's rise of 12.5 trillion

ment ratio for long-term savings deposits

made efforts to improve its monetary poli-

market through the use of various types of

won.

dropped from 1.0 percent to 0.0 percent,

cy instruments, including open market

bond-market information gathered directly

This slowdown was attributable to a sharp

but that for short-term Korean won deposits

operations.

from information-generating institutions.

decrease in the volume of liquidity that

such as demand deposits and MMDAs was

First of all, to ease the phenomenon of the

In April, to galvanize the RP market and

needed to be absorbed thanks to the Bank

raised from 5.0 percent to 7.0 percent,

over-concentration of short-term inter-bank

the bond trading market, it changed the

of Korea's currency swap transactions with

bringing the average reserve requirement

fund transactions in the call market, it

method of RP transactions from the method

the National Pension Fund and the reduc-

ratio from 3.0 percent to about 3.8 percent.

began to step up its purchase of bonds eligi-

of borrowing and lending of funds using

tion in its lending to the government, as

In December, the reserve requirement ratio

ble as underlying securities for RP sales

securities as collateral to the buying and

well as the partial satisfaction of the

for foreign currency deposits was increased

from February and carried out long-term

selling of securities .

demand for issuance of MSBs through

from 5.0 percent to 7.0 percent.

(14-day) RP sales to use them as the under-

sales of long-term RPs.
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0.0

Average reserve requirement ratio

(8. Dec)

3.25

Korean
won

3.75

(9. Feb)

3.50

1.0

Long-term time and savings deposits

Time deposits, installment savings deposits, mutual installment deposits,

4.00

(8. Jun)

Current

Monetary Policy

4.25

Previous
1)

4.50

4.50
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< Chart Ⅱ - 2 >

3. Improvement of Monetary
Policy Operations

Along with this, it completed the development of Bond Market Information System
(BOMIS) and operated the system from

lying securities.

For the seamless issuance of MSBs and
the creation of the foundation for develop31

Korea abolished the ceiling on the use of

The Bank of Korea set out a reorganiza-

Korea changed or adjusted the regular ten-

rity of less than 91 days for their smooth

intra-day overdrafts in order to encourage

tion plan in October to heighten the practi-

der volume and period for MSBs from July.

absorption through the dispersion of vol-

friction-free payments and settlements by

cality of the Aggregate Credit Ceiling

In case of short-term maturities of less than

ume of issuance and for the augmentation

financial institutions. However, to prevent

System and decided to implement the new

91 days and those of two years, it expanded

of the role of their yields as a short-term

the enlargement of settlement risk owing to

arrangements from January 2007.

the size of its regular auctions from around

benchmark rate. It retained the schedule for

excessive dependency on intra-day over-

Specifically, it excluded large companies

the previous 8 trillion won a month to

regular auctions of two-year MSBs in the

drafts, it decided to impose an interest rate

from eligibility for Corporate Procurement

around 11 trillion won, while keeping the

second and fourth weeks each month in

equivalent to the three-year Treasury bond

Loans and Electronically- Processed

size of the regular auctions of 182-day and

order to avoid a clash with the timing of the

yield during the last month of the previous

Secured Receivables Loans. It also exclud-

364-day maturity MSBs at around 1 trillion

issuance of three-year Treasury bonds.

quarter less the non-collateralized

ed commercial bill discounts from the

won each. As a result, the total scale of its

Along with this, it changed the auction

overnight call rate where the scale of such

objects of support in view of the low effi-

regular auctions of MSBs was enlarged

schedule for 182-day and 364-day MSBs to

intraday overdrafts exceeded 25 percent of

ciency of such support and it decided to

from around 10 trillion won a month to

the third and first weeks, respectively, when

a financial institution's net worth.

transfer loans for production of raw materi-

around 13 trillion won.

there are no tenders invited for two-year

It also adjusted the auction schedule for
MSBs. Specifically it brought in weekly

< Table Ⅱ - 2 >

From September, meanwhile, the Bank of

Changes of Regular Monthly Auction Volumes of MSBs
Unit : trillion won

Previous
Auction volume

around 10.0

2-year and

2-year : around 5.0

less than 91-day

91-day : around 3.0

364-day
182-day

< Table Ⅱ - 3 >

Current

Procurement Loans. In December, in keeping with the reform of the Aggregate Credit

During the year, the Bank of Korea man-

Ceiling System, the Bank of Korea reduced

aged the Aggregate Credit Ceiling with an

the total Aggregate Credit Ceiling quotas

emphasis on strengthening financial sup-

for financial institution during the first

port for SMEs.

quarter of 2007 from 5 trillion won to 3 tril-

around 13.0

From August, it included SME's domestic

lion won. To expand support for regionally-

around 11.0

exports by purchase confirmation in the

based SMEs, however, it enlarged the total

around 1.0

around 1.0

list of items eligible for trade financing sup-

Aggregate Credit Ceiling quota allocated to

around 1.0

around 1.0

port under the Aggregate Credit Ceiling

its regional branches from 4.4 trillion won

Loans. Its aim was to overcome the prob-

to 4.9 trillion won.

Changes of Monthly Auction Schedule for Each Maturity of MSBs
Previous

32

als and parts over onto Corporate

4. Credit Policy

MSBs.

Current

II
Monetary Policy

auctions for short-term MSBs with a matu-

ANNUAL REPORT

ment of the money market, the Bank of

lem that despite sharp increases in domestic

To prevent excessive fluctuations of the

exports by purchase confirmation of raw

Aggregate Credit Ceiling quotas based on

1st Week

91-day

91-day or less and 364-day

materials and goods to acquire foreign cur-

performance in lending to SMEs in a situa-

2nd Week

182-day and 2-year

91-day or less and 2-year

rency, SMEs, starting ups and entering new

tion where the total direct allocation to

3rd Week

91-day

91-day or less and 182-day

4th Week

364-day and 2-year

91-day or less and 2-year

markets, using that confimation, were

financial institution had been reduced, the

unable to access trade financing.

Bank of Korea adjusted downward both the
33

Sep.

Jan.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Feb.

Outstanding Amount of Intra-day Overdrafts

< Table Ⅱ - 5 >

Aggregate Credit Ceiling and Lending Rate

(on a daily average basis)

Feb.

1998~ 2001~ 2001~ 2002~ 2004~ 2004~ 2006~2006~

2006

9.6

11.6

9.6

9.6

9.6

9.6

9.6

9.6

Lending Rate(annual%)

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.5

2.25

2.0

2.25

2.5

2.75

Dec. 2004 Dec. 2005
Nationwide commercial banks
Local banks
Specialized banks

ratio of the quota deduction and the ratio of

2.5 percent to financial institutions provid-

the additional quota allocation for perfor-

ing financial support to those SMEs that

mance shortfalls from the mandatory lend-

had suffered damage from torrential rain-

ing ratio to SMEs or for its over-fulfillment

falls, within a ceiling of 50 percent of the

from within 100 percent and 200 percent,

loans for general operating funds which

respectively, to within 50 percent (75

they extended to SMEs.

Foreign banks' branches
Total

percent for provincial banks with a lending

Meanwhile, intra-day overdrafts, which

ratio to SMEs ranging from more than 45

are designed to facilitate the seamless flow

percent to less than 60 percent) and within

of payments and settlements by financial

100 percent.

institutions, saw a sharp increase from

Furthermore, in July, the Bank of Korea

413.5 billion won on a daily average during

directed its 15 branches across the country

the December of the preceding year to

to extend special Aggregate Credit Ceiling

669.2 billion won in the same month of the

Loans carrying a low annual interest rate of

year under review.

< Table Ⅱ - 6 >
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350.0

404.8

3.2

2.3

2.3

1.6

1.1

1.2

28.4

39.4

51.6

185.4

160.5

190.2

128.7

127.6

113.7

148.7

76.4

73.0

310.5

413.5

356.4

712.0

588.0

669.2

II

Current lending system of the Bank of Korea
(As of the end of Dec.2006)

to small and medium enterprises

∙Signal monetary policy direction by flexible adjustment of their lending rate
Liquidity Adjustmentl ∙Stabilize the financial market by supplying necessary liquidity promptly to banks
Loans
if and when they apply for borrowings
due to temporary shortages of liquidity

Special Loans

Dec.

376.3

∙Induce the expansion of bank loans

overdrafts

Sep.

188.8

Ceiling Loans

Intra-day

Jun.

244.2

Aggregate Credit

loans

Mar.

150.2

Function

Temporary

2006

Monetary Policy

7.6

35

Unit : billion won

Jun. Aug~Dec.

Credit Ceiling(trillion won)

ANNUAL REPORT

< Table Ⅱ - 4 >

∙Provide loans to banks to meet
shortages of funds for payment and
settlement or reserve requirements

Loan Ceiling

Lending Rate

9.6 trillion won

2.75% p.a

5 trilion won

4.25% p.a
(in case of borrowings for more
than three
straight months
5.25% p.a)

Within the

and settlement during the day

∙Lender of last resort loans

one
month

less
than
one
month

one

amount of the
shortfall of funds

∙Provide loans to banks for temporary shortages of funds for payment

Maturity

Without limit

Call rate target
plus 2%p

business
day

3-year treasury
bond yield during
the last month of
the previous
close of
quarter - nonbusiness
collateralized
overnight call
on same
rate(when intraday
day overdrafts
exceeded 25% of
a financial institution's net worth)

Operate as required

35
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Joint Examinations and Examination Requests1)

< Table Ⅲ - 1 >

Unit: number

Joint Examination

Examination Request

III

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

III
The Bank of Korea's Conduct
of Its Business

10

10

8

9

6

6

1

4

4

5

-

-

3

3

3

3

2

2

17

15

-

1

2

2

13

13

11

12

8

8

18

19

4

6

2

2

Foreign Banks
Branches
Total

Note: 1) On the basis of the number of periodic comprehensive examinations of banks. In cases of 2005 and
2006, special examinations were carried out for 17 banks one time and for six banks two times,
respectively.

Loan and required reserves, seeking to
heighten monetary policy efficiency.

1. Financial Stability and Payment &
Settlement Business

rate move, it undertook the special examination of six banks jointly with the FSS to
check the status of their handling of hous-

Financial Stability Business

ing mortgage loans in February and to
grasp the intensity of the competition for

Throughout the year, the Bank of Korea

cope with financial crises.
Related to the introduction of control on

Through its publication of Financial

net worth by the new BIS accord, it

Stability Report twice a year, a compre-

checked domestic banks' preparations and

hensive evaluation was provided of the sta-

analyzed the impact that the introduction

bility of the financial system as a whole. It

would have on bank management and

also made its best efforts to grasp factors

monetary policy.

having potential to destabilize the financial

Meanwhile, in July and October when the

system at an early date by analyzing the

financial and foreign exchange markets

impact of the interest rate risk of housing

both at home and abroad grew increasingly

mortgage loans on the soundness of finan-

jittery owing to North Korea's test firing of

cial institutions.

missiles and announcement of a nuclear

checked financial system stability and bol-

Through these examinations, the Bank

stered the monitoring necessary for the effi-

was able to check pre-emptively destabiliz-

cient compilation and implementation of

ing factors within the financial system and

monetary policies, through its examination

gather materials and information necessary

It also pushed for the development of new

test. The Bank of Korea reacted promptly

of financial institutions, publication of the

for effective implementation of the mone-

analytical methods for the appraisal of the

monitoring financial market by establishing

Financial Stability Report , and survey of

tary policy by gaining a thorough under-

financial system stability, including a finan-

a task force to check the financial and for-

standing of banks' financial status, their

cial system stress test model. Through its

eign exchange markets and deciding

In the course of the year, the Bank of

fund-raising and operating as well as their

hosting of the 20th Bank Supervisor

to expand liquidity where necessary.

Korea carried out joint examination of

management strategies. In particular, when

Working Group Conference of the

eight banks together with the Financial

implementing comprehensive examina-

Executives Meeting of East Asian and

Supervisory Service (FSS) and requested

tions, it checked their compliance with reg-

Pacific Banks(EMEAP), it strove to share

the FSS to itself carry out the examination

ulations and guidelines related to monetary

with other countries experiences concern-

During the year, the Bank of Korea has

of two branches of foreign banks. In a sepa-

policy such as the Aggregate Credit Ceiling

ing financial stability, including ways to

endeavored to enhance the security and

financial institutions’ management status.

36

the expansion of assets in May.

The Bank of Korea's Conduct
of Its Business

Domestic Banks

Payment and Settlement Business

37

establishment and revision of payment and

case the appraised value falls short of the

system through improvement of a frame-

to the degree of importance of the individ-

settlement-related regulations and improve-

required amount, the institution concerned

work of appraisal of individual payment

ual payment and settlement system. It also

ment of relevant systems.

is directed to provide additional securities

and settlement systems, the designation of

moved to adopt the Recommendations for

For instance, when establishing or chang-

systems which guarantee the finality of set-

Central Counterparty jointly enacted by

ing payment and settlement-related poli-

tlements and the strengthening of the man-

the Bank for International Settlements

cies, it arranged to post the relevant details

The Bank of Korea promoted the con-

agement of settlement risks.

(BIS) and the International Organization of

on its Internet homepage or make them

struction of the next-generation BOK-Wire

As an initial step, it overhauled the whole

Securities Commissions (IOSCO) as

public in advance following negotiations

in such a way as to enhance the stability

appraisal system of the payment and settle-

appraisal standards for the securities settle-

with participant institutions, so as to reflect

and efficiency of settlements, as well as

ment systems, including the classification

ment system.

the opinions of payment and settlement

improve its functions. The next-generation

same day.

To secure the stability of the payment and

system operating institutions and participat-

BOK-Wire refers to a hybrid settlement

timing and standards, with a view to the

settlement systems following the imple-

ing institutions. Along with this, it reflected

system that adds bilateral and multilateral

more systematic and efficient prosecution

mentation of the Act on Bankruptcy and

to the formal regulation that institutions

netted settlement functions to the present

of the supervision of payment and settle-

Debtor Rehabilitation, the Bank of Korea

participating in BOK-Wire had the oppor-

real time gross settlement system(RTGS).

ment systems.

decided to designate five payment and set-

tunity of explanation in the case of penal-

It established detailed plans for operation of

It changed the system of classification of

tlement systems - BOK-Wire, the Interbank

ties being imposed for infringements of its

the new system in the first half of 2009 and

the payment and settlement systems from

CD/ATM System, the Interbank Funds

regulations. Seeking to raise the transparen-

prepared a formal system operating struc-

three level system core, important and oth-

Transfer System, the Electronic Banking

cy of standards, it also prepared a formal

ture, including procedures for the handling

ers - to two level system- important and

System, and the CLS System - as the pay-

basis for calculating instances of regulatory

of settlements. For the straight through pro-

others -in accordance with the BIS guide-

ment and settlement systems for which set-

violations by participant institutions which

cessing (STP) of funds transfers between

lines. Accordingly, payment and settlement

tlement finality will be guaranteed, effec-

subsequently merged.

participating institutions through BOK-

systems for securities, the KOSDAQ mar-

tive from August 21, 2006. Accordingly

At the same time, it improved the meth-

Wire, it also established a plan for direct

ket and futures market settlement systems

payment system participants’ payment

ods of the appraisal and management of the

inter-linkages between the servers of indi-

were included as regulary appraised sys-

orders through the systems designated

securities collateral posted for the imple-

vidual participants.

tems, in addition to the existing BOK-Wire

above are legally assured even in the event

mentation of net settlement in order to

It revised and supplemented the Business

and CLS system. However, it decided to

of the bankruptcy of participating financial

reduce settlement risk. Specifically, it short-

Continuity Planning (BCP) of BOK-Wire

appraise the payment and settlement sys-

institutions.

ened the appraisal cycle of the present

to heighten its appropriateness in actual sit-

In a bid to enhance the transparency of the

value of securities collateral posted by par-

uations by incorporating the results of sim-

procedures for establishing payment and-

ticipating institutions for the execution of

ulated training tests under various risk sce-

Along with this, it decided to apply uni-

settlement policy, the Bank of Korea intro-

net settlement from quarterly to daily,

narios, including systems failure.

versally to all systems the appraisal items

duced a prior notice system concerning the

establishing a prompt appraisal system. In

year, easing the burden on institutions.
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collateral or post substitute collateral that

of systems subject to supervision, appraisal

tems every two years, instead of once a
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that had previously been applied according
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efficiency of the payment and settlement

Related to the CLS System, it sought to
39

8,403 transactions for a total value of 128.7

tlement business by checking counter

trillion won, representing advances of 5.8

response systems through conducting virtu-

percent and 6.7 percent, respectively, from

During the course of the year under

al tests involving possible emergency states

the previous year. At the end of the year

review, the Bank of Korea issued new

Looking at the type of currency issued,

of the electronic communications network

under review, the number of institutions

5,000-won banknotes and new 10-won

there was a net increase of 6.6 percent over

and payment system and supplementing

participating in BOK-Wire came to 122,

coins and had prepared for the issue of new

the previous year-end in the issue of ban-

the emergency communications network

including 54 banks.

10,000-won and 1,000-won banknotes

knotes centering on 5,000-won banknotes.

with CLS Bank and the Coordination

while placing a focus on maintaining the

However, the rate of increase of the issue of

Manual.

supply of currency at an optimum level.

coins stood at a mere 4.8 percent owing to a

2. Currency Issue

sector's demand for cash in line with the

base-period effect in 2005 when their issue

of settlement through BOK-Wire was

issue and withdrawal of currency, total

rose sharply, affected by a hike in cigarette

issuance amounted to 28, 872.4 billion won

prices and the adjustment of the system of

and 27,165.1 billion won was collected,

transportation fares.

Unit : number, billion won, %

2005(A)

2006(B)

Change
(B-A)

%
Change

<Volume>
Domestic Currency Funds Transfer
(Gross Settlement)
(Net Settlement)
Treasury Funds Receipt and Payment

lion won. Consequently, as of the end of the

currency in circulation, banknotes made up

year, the total volume of currency in circu-

94.4 percent by value and coins accounted

lation registered 27,843.1 billion won, an

for the remaining 5.6 percent. Among these

increase of 6.5 percent over the previous

banknotes, the 10,000-won note, which

7,512 (89.4)

455

6.4

6,476 (81.5)

7,029 (83.6)

553

8.5

(5.7)

-98

-16.9

841 (10.0)

3

0.4

year-end, showing a more rapid expansion

plays a pivotal role, made up 86.3 percent

in the issuance of currency. This was large-

of the total value of currency in circulation.

581

(7.3)

838 (10.5)

483

BOK Loans and Discounts

27

(0.3)

27

(0.3)

0

0

24

(0.3)

23

(0.3)

-1

-4.2

8,403(100.0)

457

5.8

-2

-20.0

Foreign Exchange Funds Transfer

Looking at the denomination structure of

7,057 (88.8)

Government and Public Bonds
Total

resulting in the net issuance of 1,707.3 bil-

7,946 (100.0)
10

(-)

8

(-)

< Table Ⅲ - 3 >

Banknotes and Coins Issued by Denomination1)
Unit : billion won, %

<Value>
Domestic Currency Funds Transfer
(Gross Settlement)
(Net Settlement)
Treasury Funds Receipt and Payment
BOK Loans and Discounts
Government and Public Bonds
Total
Foreign Exchange Funds Transfer
($million)

The Bank of Korea's Conduct
of Its Business

Initially, during the year, in terms of the

Settlement through BOK-Wire1)

III

recovery of consumption.

During the year, the average daily number

< Table Ⅲ - 2 >
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ly attributable to an increase in the private

assure the stability of continuous linked set-

112,672 (93.4)

121,334 (94.2)

8,662

7.7

102,988 (85.4)

110,844 (86.1)

7,856

7.6

9,684

(8.0)

10,490

(8.1)

806

8.3

2,493

(2.1)

2,899

(2.3)

406

16.3

873

(0.7)

920

(0.7)

47

5.4

4,627

(3.8)

3,594

(2.8)

-1,033

-22.3

128,747(100.0)

8,082

6.7

120,665 (100.0)

20052)
Outstanding
Banknotes
10,000 won
5,000 won
1,000 won or less
Coins
Total

169

(-)

166

(-)

-3

-1.8

Note:

20062)

2006
Issuance

Withdrawal

Net Issuance

Outstanding

24,552.5(4.8)

28,773.0

27,141.8

1,631.1

26,183.6 (6.6)

22,655.7(4.9)

27,033.2

25,765.9

1,267.4

23,923.1 (5.6)

825.0(0.1)

1,142.8

814.7

328.1

1,153.1(39.8)

1,071.7(6.2)

596.9

561.2

35.7

1,107.4 (3.3)

1,583.3(9.0)

99.5

23.3

76.2

1,659.5 (4.8)

26,135.8(5.0)

28,872.4

27,165.1

1,707.3

27,843.1 (6.5)

1) Figures in parentheses refer to percentage changes compared with the previous year
2) Based on the end of year

Note: 1) On the daily average basis. Figures in parentheses are percentage shares in total.
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knotes. In the case of coins, the manufac-

and 1,000-won notes. It made public the

turing volume expanded sharply owing to a

designs of the banknotes and gave printing

decrease in currency inventory following a

orders for the new 1,000-won notes in mid-

sharp rise in the issue of high-denomination

January and the new 10,000-won notes in

ANNUAL REPORT

1)
< Table Ⅲ - 4 > Percentage Shares in Total Banknotes and Coins by Denomination

Unit : %, %p

2005(A)

2006(B)

Change(B-A)

Number

Value

Number

Value

Number

94.3

17.9

94.4

18.3

0.1

0.4

10,000 won

87.0

11.6

86.3

11.8

-0.7

0.2

5,000 won

3.2

0.8

4.2

1.1

1.0

0.3

coins the previous year coupled with an

mid-May. With the new banknotes being

1,000 won

4.1

5.4

3.9

5.4

-0.2

0.0

order for 109.2 million new 10-won coins.

printed at an appropriate pace, the Bank of

5.7

82.1

5.6

81.7

-0.1

-0.4

500 won

2.7

7.3

2.7

7.4

0.0

0.1

100 won

2.4

32.4

2.4

32.3

0.0

-0.1

50

won

0.3

8.5

0.3

8.5

0.0

10

won

0.2

30.0

0.2

29.7

5

won

0.0

1.1

0.0

1

won

0.0

2.9

100.0

100.0

Banknotes

Coins

Total

The Bank of Korea issued new 5,000-won

Korea set the issuance date of the new

notes ( Ma series of 5,000-won notes) in

notes for January 22, 2007, after taking into

0.0

its new series of banknotes on January 2.

overall account the manufacturing volume

0.0

-0.3

The new 5,000-won note attracted keen

of new banknotes and financial institutions'

1.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.7

0.0

-0.2

interest from the general public as it adopt-

redesign and replacement work on existing

100.0

100.0

0.0

0.0

ed a completely revised size, color and

CDs and ATMs. Along with this, to publi-

design in addition to incorpation of more

cize the new banknotes, it manufactured

advanced anti-counterfeiting features. The

and distributed information materials such

Note: 1) Excludes banknotes with a face value of 500 won or less and commemorative coins

It was followed in importance by the 5,000-

percent of the total units of currency to 1.1

issuance volume of new 5,000-won notes

as poster and leaflets(in Korean, English

won note, with a 4.2 percent share of the

percent owing to the swelling demand for

soared in January owing to high demand

and Braille) and pursued a project to

value of currency in circulation, and the

the new 5,000-won banknotes.

for the Lunar New Year, following which

redesign and improve its information web-

Orders placed by the Bank of Korea with

they appear to have circulated actively

site in line with the issuance date of new

In terms of the number of currency units,

the Korea Minting and Security Printing

without being reabsorbed by the Bank of

banknotes.

banknotes accounted for 18.3 percent of the

Corporation during 2006 on the basis of the

Korea.

total and coins for 81.7 percent. Among

shipment of new currency deliveries came

It also carried out preparations for the

coins ( Ra series of 10-won coins) on

banknotes, the 10,000-won note made up

to 10,503.5 billion won, a 115.7 percent

trouble-free issue of new 10,000-won notes

December 18. As prices of raw materials

11.8 percent of total units of currency in cir-

increase from the previous year. On a vol-

culation, the highest proportion. Among

ume basis, 2,350.1 million banknotes and

coins, the 100-won coins represented 32.3

coins were received, an increase of 31.3

percent of units of currency in circulation

percent from the previous year. Orders for

and the 10-won coins accounted for 29.7

banknotes increased sharply from the pre-

1,000-won note with a 3.9 percent share.

The Bank of Korea issued new 10-won

< Table Ⅲ - 5 >
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vious year to secure enough banknotes nec-

Compared with the end of 2005, the share

essary for replacing old notes with new

of the 5,000-won note widened from 0.8

ones and all orders were for new ban-

Production of Banknotes and Coins1)
Unit : billion won, millions, %

Value
2005
Banknotes
2)

percent of the total.

III
The Bank of Korea's Conduct
of Its Business

Value

Coins
Total

Number
2006

2005

2006

4,790.0 (-32.0)

10,380.0(116.7)

1,140.0(14.0)

1,600.0(40.4)

80.0 (48.4)

123.5 (54.4)

650.1(22.6)

750.1(15.4)

4,870.0 (-31.3)

10,503.5(115.7)

1,790.1(17.0)

2,350.1(31.3)

Note : 1) Figures in parentheses refer to percentage changes compared with the previous year.
2) Exclude commemorative coins
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give it the look of the old Korean square-

orably over the preceding few years, the

price of the 10-won coin was lowered by

holed brass coins.

price of the metals used to mint the 10-won

about 20 won per coin, resulting in an

As a follow-up step in the wake of the

coin was much higher than its face value.

annual reduction of about 4 billion won in

issue of new banknotes, the Bank of Korea

Accordingly, the Monetary Policy

currency manufacturing costs.

strengthened guidelines on the manage-

3. Foreign Exchange and
International Finance Business
Foreign Exchange Management Business

Committee decided on August 10 to issue

As Hangeul Day was again designated a

ment of currency quality and registered the

As the permitting system for capital trans-

new 10-won coins after reducing the diam-

national holiday, the Bank of Korea issued

copyright of the new currency design, At

actions was converted to a reporting system

eter to 18.0mm and changing the materials

commemorative coins on Oct. 9 to mark

the same time it brought uniformity to the

in January 2006, the Bank of Korea over-

to cheaper aluminum overlaid with copper.

the proclamation of the day as a national

sensor standard prices for the classification

hauled the foreign exchange monitoring

It selected the material of the new 10-won

holiday. After several consultations with

of damaged notes and used notes of auto-

system in a pre-emptive move to counter

coin after taking into comprehensive con-

the Currency Design Consultation

matic banknotes processing machines held

the increased foreign exchange market risk.

sideration metal prices, suppliers and the

Committee, the Bank of Korea enhanced

by each sorting office.

To curb inflows of short-term foreign capi-

look of the coin. The particular combina-

the diversity of the commemorative coin's

Along with this, it has supported a cam-

tal and strengthen the soundness of foreign

tion of materials is not widely used around

design by piercing a hole in the center of

paign by social welfare organizations to

currency loans, it also guided foreign

the world. With the issue of new 10-won

the coin inscribing characters on the face to

collect coins and has strictly managed the

exchange banks to refrain foreign-currency

use of currency designs by companies.

denominated loans except the case of

< Chart Ⅲ - 1 >

New Banknotes and Coins
< New 10,000 won notes >

< New 5,000 won notes >

Tails

< New 1,000 won notes >

Heads

In a further development, at its plenary

responding real demand, and raised the

session on December 22, after a wide rang-

reserve requirement ratio against foreign

ing discussion, the National Assembly pro-

currency deposits.

posed an amendment of the Bank of Korea

Heads

< New 10 won Coins>

III
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coins, the manufacturing cost and metal
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such as copper and zinc had risen inex-

In January, the Bank of Korea established

Act that would give legal status to the face

a Foreign Exchange Investigation Team

value of currency so that new high-denomi-

to carry out the joint examination of foreign

nation notes might be issued and passed

exchange transactions with the FSS effec-

the resolution calling for the Bank of

tively and to deal in a proactive manner

Korea's issue of high-value notes . It would

with possible disturbance of the foreign

seem to be a move that is expected to spur a

exchange market following the abolition of

broad public debate for the issue of new

the permitting system for capital transac-

high value notes.

tions.
In February, the Bank revised the

Tails

44

Detailed Working Rules for Foreign

45

Meanwhile, as foreign exchange banks

relevant Procedures stipulating the con-

purchased forward foreign exchange on a

ditions for requesting joint examinations

large-scale from domestic exporters and

and detailed plans for their execution.

< Table Ⅲ - 6 >
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Exchange Transaction Business and the

Changes in International Reserves
Unit : million U.S. dollar

2006(B)

International Reserves

210,391

238,956

28,565

increased foreign currency loans sharply

Foreign Exchange

209,968

238,388

28,420

In June, it established the "Foreign

from April, short-term external liabilities

Reserve Position in IMF

306

440

134

Gold

74

74

0

Exchange Monitoring System (FeMos),"

arising from financial transactions expand-

SDRs

44

54

10

centering on PAS(Pop-up Alarm System), a

ed at a rapid pace. To curb this, accordingly,

system giving automatic alerts for large

the Bank requested foreign exchange banks

scale foreign exchange transactions, and

to operate their foreign currency loans cen-

foreign exchange banks, and secondly to

to reduce risks from exchange rate fluctua-

DAS(Daily Awareness System), an auto-

tering on real demand in August.

the increase in the dollar conversion value

tions and expanding investment in non-

matic supervisory instrument to keep a

of assets denominated in euro and other

government bonds carrying a higher inter-

detailed check on trend changes in specific

uidity in the foreign exchange sector, and

currencies due to the weakness of the U.S.

est rate than government bonds to raise the

foreign exchange transactions. Based on

augment the efficiency of the move to raise

dollar.

rate of return on the foreign currency asset

these systems, the Bank of Korea partic-

the reserve requirements on Korean won

Looking at the components of the foreign

holdings. In particular, it initiated invest-

ipated in joint examinations on the sound-

deposits, it increased the reserve require-

exchange reserves holdings, foreign

ment in mortgage-backed securities(MBS),

ness in the foreign exchange sector of eight

ment ratio for foreign currency demand

exchange in the form of deposits and for-

which combine excellence in liquidity and

banks, checking on the appropriateness of

deposits from 5.0 percent to 7.0 percent

eign currency denominated securities

safety with favorable profitability, while

fund raising and their operation. As a

through revision of the Regulation on

expanded by 28.4 billion dollars over the

stepping up the investment in corporate

means of pursuing foreign exchange mar-

Reserve Requirements for Foreign

previous year-end. Also there was an

bonds issued by financial institutions and in

ket stability. It also conducted special joint

Currency Deposits

increase of 100 million dollars in the coun-

Treasury Inflation-Indexed Securities

try's IMF position and a little change in

(TIPS).

tions which was suspected to have an

International Finance Business

unfairness on their part toward customers,
FX margin transactions and foreign currency loans.
In December, it carried out business
examinations of two domestic foreign
exchange brokerage companies to check
for unfair brokerage activities in foreign
exchange transactions.

46

Source: BOK

In December, to handle the swelling liq-

examinations of foreign exchange transac-

III

Change(B-A)
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of Its Business

2005(A)

holdings of gold and SDRs.

It reformed its risk management system

As the foreign exchange reserves

to manage the heightened market and credit

As of the end of 2006, the nation's foreign

increased, the Bank of Korea made various

risk arising from the investment diversifica-

exchange reserves stood at 239 billion dol-

efforts to boost profitability while securing

tion in a more scientific manner. In addition

lars, having increased by 28.6 billion dol-

stability and liquidity of foreign exchange

to the existing quantitative ceilings limiting

lars since the preceding year-end. This was

assets.

the proportion of investment by investment

attributable firstly to an increase in the

Firstly, it actively pushed ahead with the

product or currency to a certain level or

inflow of foreign currency funds in the

diversification of investment portfolios by

below, it introduced a new qualitative risk

wake of splendid short-term borrowings by

scattering investment over major currencies

management system that regulates risk lim-

47

assets worth 17 billion dollars. Considering

constructed a system for managing credit

that the assets entrusted to KIC are part of

result, it achieved an increase in Korea's

risk of non-government bonds, making the

its foreign exchange reserves, it prohibited

IMF quota to 4,306.04 million dollars from

use of credit VaR and a bankruptcy risk

KIC from investing them in real estate or

forecasting model.

private equity, allowing investment only in
bonds and listed blue chip stocks.

system, including the reformation of risk

However, it allowed KIC to invest in vari-

adjusted performance measure and the con-

ous derivative products sustaining the prop-

struction of a system analyzing the factor of

erty of foreign exchange reserves so that

performance, for the purpose of evaluating

KIC might make full use of its discre-

the performance of various investment

tionary authority.

vehicles more objectively and promptly

In order to strengthen management capac-

and utilizing its findings for the betterment

ity, it continued to hire outside experts pos-

of investment. Along with this, it strength-

sessing expertise and professional experi-

ened its quantitative analysis capacity by

ence in the fields of new investment prod-

introducing its own international interest

ucts and risk management. In September,

rates forecasting model and applying the

the Bank of Korea and the World Bank

Black-Litterman model, an optimum for-

jointly held the Forum on Foreign

eign currency asset distribution model.

Currency Reserve Management concerning

Since 1992, the Bank of Korea has

central banks' management of foreign

entrusted the management of part of its for-

exchange reserves. Experts from central

eign currency assets to professional interna-

banks of 20 countries and international

tional investment institutions in order to

organizations, including the IMF, attended

enhance the yields on its foreign currency

the international forum and discussed the

assets and acquire advanced investment

overall management of foreign exchange

techniques. In 2006, it expanded the scale

reserves.

of the assets entrusted and the scope of eligible investment products In June, it also
concluded a comprehensive contract with
Korea Investment Corp. (KIC) concerning
entrusted management of foreign currency
48

During 2006, the Bank of Korea showed
brisk activities for international cooperation. Firstly, it contributed or subscribed a
total of 1,961.9 million dollars to international financial institutions in Korean won
or convertible currencies.
Following a special increase in the IMF
quota, it subscribed an additional 1,819.6
billion won (1,906.33 million dollars) to the
IMF. To support the economic development of developing countries, it subscribed
a further 12.2 billion won (12.93 million
dollars) to the Africa Development Fund
(AfDF) and 390 million won (410 thousand dollars) to the Africa Development
Bank (AfDB). Besides this, it contributed
38.82 billion won (40.53 million dollars) to
the Asian Development Bank (ADB), 1.67
million dollars to the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and 30 thousand
dollars to the Common Fund for
Commodities(CFC) for technology assistance to low-income developing countries.
In close cooperation with the government,
it engaged in discussions about reform of
the Bretton Woods organizations, including
revision of the IMF's governance structure,
doing its utmost to ensure the reflection of

Korea's position on these issues. As a

III
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It also improved performance evaluation

International Cooperation

ANNUAL REPORT

its based on tracking error of returns. It also

the previous 2,403.01 million at the annual
meetings of the IMF/WBG in September,
where participants approved a special
increase in the IMF quota (a total increase
of 5,602.87 million dollars). Accordingly,
the ranking of Korea's IMF quota advanced
from the previous 28th to 19th among 184
IMF member countries.
The Bank of Korea also did its utmost for
financial cooperation in the Asian region. It
continued its efforts to foster regional bond
markets and improve market infrastructure
by taking an active part in the discussions
about the Asian Bond Market Initiative of
ASEAN+3 and the Asian Bond Fund 2
(ABF2), jointly established by the central
banks of the Executive Meeting of East
Asia and the Pacific (EMEAP) member
countries in 2005. While individual country
funds of ABF2 aim to invest in the bond
markets of individual member countries,
the Korea Index Fund attained the outcome
of attracting private capital through a public
listing in 2006.
Along with this, the Bank also contributed
greatly to reinforcing financial cooperation
within the region by way of increasing its
existing currency swap lines with six coun49

Working Group on Banking Supervision. It

Initiative(CMI), to avoid potential foreign

also invited central bank officials of devel-

exchange crises in the East Asian region.

oping and transition countries to the Central

ANNUAL REPORT

tries, including Japan under the Chiang Mai

Loans of the Bank of Korea1)

< Table Ⅲ - 7 >

Unit : billion won

Banking Study Program.

strengthen cooperation with foreign central

In order to develop active financial diplo-

banks. It bolstered the framework of coop-

macy, it was also an enthusiastic participant

eration further with foreign central banks

in the annual meetings of international

by its energetic participation in the activi-

financial agencies including the IMF/World

ties of organizations for cooperation among

Bank Group and the ADB as well as in

central banks including the Bank for

meetings related to the international finan-

International Settlements (BIS), EMEAP

cial system, such as the G-20 and

and the South East Asian Central Banks

ASEAN+3.

Aggregate Credit Ceiling

Change

2005

2006

2005

2006

9,371.7

9,367.6

362.3

-4.1
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The Bank of Korea also made efforts to

Outstanding2)

Note: 1) Excludes loans to government
2) Based on the end of the year

Deposits with the Bank of Korea

< Table Ⅲ - 8 >

Unit : billion won

of

the

three

Northeast

4. General Business

Asian

countries(South Korea, China and Japan)

2005
Won Deposits

Deposits and Credits

Change
2006

2005

2006

19,172.4

27,622.4

3,431.0

8,450.0

17,211.6

24,127.7

3,208.4

6,916.1

Non-residents Deposits1)

1,960.8

3,494.7

222.6

1,533.9

Foreign Currency Deposits

47,780.9

54,192.9

9,361.2

6,412.0

Reserve Deposits by Deposit Money Banks

Reserve Deposits by Deposit Money Banks

(SEACEN). In particular, it established
from relationships among the central banks

Outstanding2)

898.4

1,120.5

-45.3

222.1

Deposits by Foreign Exchange Stabilization Fund 46,882.5

53,072.4

9,406.6

6,189.9

81,815.3

12,792.2

14,862.0

Total

66,953.3

Note: 1) Won deposits of international organizations, including the IMF
2) Based on the end of the year

by holding central bank governors' meet-
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Treasury Business

ings of the three countries and regular

The Bank of Korea's outstanding loans

meetings of senior working level officials,

extended to financial institutions amounted

and regular bilateral meetings of senior

to 9,367.6 billion won as of the end of 2006

Through revision of the relevant laws and

central bank officials between Korea and

under review, a decrease of 4.1 billion won

regulations, including the "Act Concerning

China and between Korea and Japan. In

from the previous year-end.

Management of Treasury Funds" in

new digital budget accounting system for
the integrated management of information

addition to this, it successfully launched a

The Bank of Korea's deposits rose by

February 2006, credit unions, community

regular forum with the central bank of

14,862 billion won to 81,815.3 billion won

credit cooperatives and mutual savings

Germany (Deutsche Bundesbank), provid-

as of the year-end under review. By type of

banks began to receive Treasury funds

ing further momentum for the expansion of

deposit, Korean won-denominated deposits

under contract as Treasury agencies with

cooperative financial relations with foreign

increased by 8,450 billion won and foreign-

the Bank of Korea, making it more conve-

central banks.

currency denominated deposits by 6,412

nient for the general public to make

Besides this, the Bank of Korea held the

billion won in Korean won terms, led by

Treasury fund payments.

Central Banking Seminar, SEACEN

those with the Foreign Exchange

Seminar, and the Meeting of the EMEAP

Stabilization Fund.

Following

Act Concerning State

Finance , established in October 2006, a

on state finance was expected to come into
operation with the Act taking effect from
January 2007. As the external environment
for the Bank of Korea's Treasury business
is expected to change greatly in this way, it
devoted its best efforts for the improvement, maintenance and management of the
Treasury system to help the government
carry out its disbursements of Treasury
funds in a stable manner.
During the year, Treasury revenue
amounted to 608.384.4 billion won and dis51
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Loans to Government

<Table Ⅲ - 11 >

bursements to 607,335.1 billion won.

the government current account had

Accordingly, there was a total surplus of

increased from the 1,481.2 billion won of

2005

revenue over disbursements of 1,048.3 bil-

the end of 2005 to 2,529.5 billion won as of

Outstanding1)

Loans(A)

lion won during the year, so that as of the

the end of 2006 under review.

General Account

0.0

6,000.0

6,000.0

0.0

0.0

Procurement Special Account(Revolving Funds)

0.0

100.0

100.0

0.0

0.0

Special Account for Grain Management

830.0

1,007.2

830.0

177.2

1,007.2

Unit : billion won

2006

III

Redemption(B) Change(A-B) Outstanding1)

The Bank of Korea's Conduct
of Its Business

end of the year the outstanding balance of

2006

Note: 1) Based on the end of the year
< Table Ⅲ - 9 >

Revenues and Disbursements of Government

2005
Outstanding1)

Government Current Account

1,481.2

2006

Unit : billion won

Meanwhile, the number of financial insti-

150,048.7 billion won were issued while

tutions' headquarters and branches handling

146,893.7 billion won's worth of MSBs

Treasury business as Treasury agencies

were redeemed, resulting in net issuance of

stood at 15,237 in all as of the end of the

3,155 billion won. Consequently as of the

year under review, 4,447 more than at the

end of the year, the outstanding amount of

previous year-end. This reflected the desig-

MSBs reached 158,390 billion won, 2.0

Treasury
Revenue

Disbursement

Change

2006
Outstanding1)

608,383.4

607,335.1

1,048.3

2,529.5

Note: 1) Based on the end of the year

In connection with loans to government,

Monetary Policy Committee, in line with

nation as Treasury agencies of branches of

percent more than at the previous year-end.

the Bank of Korea set the ceiling on credit

the government's new upper limit on tem-

credit unions, community credit coopera-

Carrying out the issuance and redemption

to government at 20,350 billion won, a

porary borrowings from the central bank

tives and mutual savings banks that had

of securities on behalf of the government,

decrease of 350 billion won from the previ-

that had been duly approved by the

been entitled to receive Treasury funds.

the Bank of Korea issued 60,668.2 billion

ous year after getting approval from the

National Assembly.

won's worth of government bonds and
redeemed 31,545 billion won's worth,

Securities Business
< Table Ⅲ - 10 >

resulting in an expansion of the outstanding

Ceilings on Loans to Government
Unit : billion won

Ceilings on Temporary Loans

2005(A)

2006(B)

Change(B-A)

20,700.0

20,350.0

-350.0

During the year under review, Monetary
Stabilization Bonds(MSBs), a total value of

< Table Ⅲ - 12 >

Looking at the details of the Bank of

amount issued by 29,123.2 billion won to
stand at 214,898.4 billion won.

Issuance and Redemption of Monetary Stabilization Bonds(MSBs)
Unit : billion won

year. Loans of 1,007.2 billion won were
2005

52

Korea's loans to government, loans of 6 tril-

extended to the Grain Management Special

lion won were extended to the General

Account and an amount of 830 billion won,

Account and 100 billion won to the

representing all of the loans that had been

Procurement Special Account, all of which

extended to it in the previous year, was col-

were subsequently redeemed during the

lected.

Outstanding1)
Monetary Stabilization Bonds

155,235.0

2006
Issuance(A)
150,048.7

2006

Redemption(B)2) Net Issuance(A-B) Outstanding1)
146,893.7

3,155.0

158,390.0

Note: 1) Based on the end of the year
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Issuance and Redemption of Government Bonds1)
Unit : billion won

2005

2006
2)

Foreign Exchange

2)

Outstanding

Issuance(A)

Redemption(B)

Net Issuance(A-B) Outstanding

170,475.2

60,668.2

24,345.0

36,323.2

206,798.4

The Public Capital Management Fund set

15,300.0

0.0

7,200.0

-7,200.0

8,100.0

up by the government for the integrated

Stabilization Fund Bonds4)
Total

Fund, and of a 7,672.3 billion won to the

2006
3)

60,668.2

31,545.0

29,123.2

214,898.4

Notes: 1) Issuance and redemption of government bonds by the Bank of Korea acting for the government
2) Based on the end of the year
3) Includes early redemption(Buy-back) of 5,700 billion won worth of bonds.
4) Since Nov. 12, 2003, their issue has been integrated with that of Treasury bonds with only the
redemption business being left.

96,181.2 billion won during the year
through the issuance of Treasury bonds,
and the entrustment from other funds and
Post Office deposits. Of this amount,

Looking at the type of government bonds

of government bonds issued at identical

issued, there was net issuance of 36,323.2

maturities and coupon rates during a fixed

billion won in Treasury bonds in order to

period of time in order to encourage the

raise the financial resources needed for for-

development of the government bond mar-

eign exchange market stabilization and the

ket reached 53,186.3 billion won, making

redemption of public funds. There was net

up 87.7 percent of the total volume of gov-

redemption of Foreign Exchange

ernment bonds issued during the year, 1.2

Stabilization Fund Bonds, whose issuance

percentage points higher than the previous

has been integrated with that of Treasury

year's 86.5 percent.

7,200 billion won during the year.
Meanwhile, the scale of the fungible issue

< Table Ⅲ - 14 >

Scale of the Fungible Issue of Government Bonds
Unit : billion won

Fungible Issue of
Government Bonds

54

52,841.8 billion won was operated with the
Fiscal Financing Special Account, the

2003

2004

2005

33,560.0

43,220.0

54,100.0

2006
53,186.3

Treasury bonds issued.
Apart from this, the Bounty Fund on
Farmers' and Fishermen's Property
Formation Deposits raised 236.4 billion
won, including contributions from government of 97.5 billion won and from the
Bank of Korea of 55.0 billion won. An
amount of 187.3 billion won was utilized
for the payment of legal premiums.

General Account, the Public Fund
Redemption Fund, and the Foreign

Economic Education for the General Public

Exchange Stabilization Fund, 33,183.2 billion won was used for the redemption of

The Bank of Korea did its utmost to con-

principal and interest on Treasury bonds,

struct the effective system for online eco-

and 7,198.7 billion won for the payment of

nomic education, while implementing eco-

principal and interest on deposited funds.

nomic education in a more efficient manner

Public Bond Redemption Fund, which

bonds since November 2003, amounting to

III

payment of principal and interest on

management of public funds, raised
185,775.2

Deposit Insurance Fund Bond Redemption

The Bank of Korea's Conduct
of Its Business

Treasury Bonds

Fund Management Business
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< Table Ⅲ - 13 >

throughout the year.

was set up for friction-free resolving of lia-

Firstly, regarding the on-site economic

bilities of Deposit Issuance Fund Bond

education aspect, it has carried out various

Redemption Fund and the Non-Performing

educational programs for a wide range of

Asset Resolution Fund for financial

educational target groups, including eco-

restructuring, raised a total of 20,090.6 bil-

nomic lectures for youths and the general

lion won, of which 16,286.0 billion won

public, job training courses for teachers in

was from the issue of Treasury bonds and

charge of social studies/economics and the

3,426.0 billion won transferred from the

Economic Camp for Youths. Dividing up

General and Special accounts. The

the performance in delivering economic

resources were utilized in the form of a

education into that by the Head Office and

12,390.2 billion won contribution to the

by regional branches, 101,135 people
55

place, the Bank of Korea set up the "BOK

way as to help regional branches describe

Office and 227,534 in 1,417 events by

people to receive education in each event

Economics Education website" on Sept, 4,

the regional economy's recent flows and

regional branches, making a grand a total of

appropriately and received feedback from

2006. The number of hits has soared with

status clearly based on their own judgment.

328,669 participants in 2,600 during 2006.

lecture participants by Surveys on lecturers

450,000 people visiting the homepage dur-

Besides this, in its Monetary Policy

to convey high-quality economic educa-

ing the period from its opening to the year-

Contest , which the Bank of Korea holds

tion.

end. It received the 2006 Grand Prize of

for university students nationwide, 76

In the meantime, to help children and

teams from 52 universities took part in

youths study economics systematically by

Ministry

2006, making it a great success.

making use of various educational materi-

Communication.

als without any restrictions as to time or

For on-site education, the Bank has pur-

III
The Bank of Korea's Conduct
of Its Business

sued substance by setting the number of
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received education in 1,183 events by Head

Sites Recommended to Youth from the
of

Information

and

Along with this, the Bank of Korea published a cartoon book, Ruri’s Challenge

< Table Ⅲ - 15 >

to Globalization to help youths gain a

Economics Education Performance
Unit : times, person

2005

lation and globalization and cope with it

206

16,763

wisely, and it distributed the book to every

22,284

98

6,027

149

30,814

77

11,708

4,036

22

2,337

-26

-1,699

It also made active use of the Bank of

42

3,660

56

2,774

14

-886

Korea's Currency Finance Museum as a

79

4,150

53

3,363

-26

-787

150

9,091

219

11,491

69

2,400

1,591

271,010

1,827

255,606

236

-15,404

Elementary

695

77,634

876

79,873

181

2,239

Middle

540

116,545

532

97,183

-8

-19,362

High

320

75,385

367

76,497

47

1,112

Others2)

19

769

24

1,023

5

254

Subtotal

1,574

270,333

1,799

254,576

225

-15,757

branches jointly undertook the monitoring

13

519

21

754

8

235

of regional economic trends every quarter

4

158

7

276

3

118

17

677

28

1,030

11

353

2,158

327,310

2,600

328,669

442

1,359

entitled Recent Regional Financial and

973

86,233

1,183

101,135

210

14,902

Economic Trends , while using it as refer-

1,185

241,077

1,417

227,534

232

-13,543

567

56,300

773

73,063

176

16,257

274

Military

72

19,106

Police

48

Public Officials
Teachers
Others1)

Youths(B)

Economics Camp
Special
Program

Traning for Teachers
Subtotal

Total(A+B)
Headquarters
Branches

Events

Participants Events

Note: 1) Including Friday lecture, combined participants of other public institution officials, office workers
and general people.
2) Combined participants of elementary, middle and high schools (Example: YMCA-hosted economics
education, etc.)
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deeper understanding of economic deregu-

Participants

Participants

University

Lectures

Change

Events
General(A)

Lectures

2006

school and educational institution.

venue for on-site education linked with
sightseeing at the museum, resulting in a 25
percent rise to 107,000 in the number of
visitors to the museum in 2006.
In the meantime, Head office and regional

and announced their findings in a report

ence materials for judgments on monetary
and credit policy. In November, particularly, it reformed the report system in such a
57

of Korea from more than 1 billion won to

ket by strengthening its monitoring of for-

more than 10 billion won in May. For the

eign exchang and derivatives txansactions

greater convenience of domestic and for-

through the foreign exchange information

eign tourists, it allowed overseas foreign

system and by investigating foreign

banks to change foreign currency into

exchange transactions of domestic compa-

Korean won and liberalized exports and

nies profoundly. And it strengthened its

imports of the Korean won necessary for

cooperation with the government for the

such money exchange.

coordination of foreign exchange policy

Besides this, for the first time, won/dollar
futures were permitted to be listed on the

1. Foreign Exchange Policy

58

It also abolished restrictions on the invest-

Chicago Mercantile Exchange(CME) in

ment vehicles of overseas securities by

September and transactions has begun.

IV
Foreign Exchange Policy and
Financial System Management
of the Government

disturbances in the foreign exchange mar-
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IV
Foreign Exchange Policy and
Financial System Management
of the Government

single borrowing to be reported to the Bank

and the exchange of information concerning the market conditions.
Meanwhile, the Seoul Foreign Exchange
Committee, the self-governing consultative
body of the Seoul foreign exchange market,

Expansion of Liberalization

general investors and raised ceilings on

of Foreign Exchange Transactions

investment in overseas funds by indirect

Sustained Drive to Stabilize

implemented a new bidding system in

investment organizations, while adjusting

the Foreign Exchange Market

February, under which the real time price in
the inter-bank spot exchange market is

The government revised the "Foreign

the amount free from the obligatory collec-

Exchange Transaction Regulations" three

tion of external claims upward from the

The government and the Bank of Korea

open only to banks participating in the mar-

times in January, March and May to

previous 100,000 dollars per case to

maintained their efforts to enhance foreign

ket. In September, it also improved market

expand foreign exchange transactions and

500,000 dollars. And it also raised the limit

exchange market stability by promoting

practices to the level of advanced countries

ease the oversupply in the foreign exchange

of authorized foreign exchange bank’s for-

measures to deal with temporary imbal-

by enhancing market infrastructure, which

market. The revised legislation abolished

eign exchange position from 20 percent of

ances between supply and demand and by

includes differentiating brokerage fees by

ceilings on resident’s acquisition of over-

its equity capital at the end of the previous

monitoring closely on foreign exchange

transaction volume, for the purpose of

seas real estate for residence while allowing

month to 50 percent.

market trends. Related to this, the govern-

encouraging market makers, and announc-

them to purchase overseas real estate for

Meanwhile, the government took a series

ment issued 20.2 trillion won worth of

ing bidding volume of each foreign

the purpose of investment up to 1 million

of steps to expand the international use of

Treasury bonds for the stabilization of the

exchange bank.

dollars. Along with this, it abolished ceil-

the Korean won. Permitting system of non-

foreign exchange market during the year as

ings on overseas direct investment by indi-

residents' borrowings of Korean won were

a means of securing the financial resources

viduals and individual businessmen, easing

converted to a reporting system in January.

to purchase foreign exchange.

restrictions on overseas business activities.

It also expanded the minimum amount for a

The Bank of Korea prevented the possible
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Internet banking, and to ensure the safety

that on operational assets which had served

engage as an additional ancillary business

and credibility of e-finance transactions.

as stumbling blocks in galvanizing private

in transactions involving the borrowing of

For improvement of the transparency of

equity funds. As a result, the minimum

securities for arbitrage transactions to

corporate accounting information, the gov-

investment amount for general investors

hedge risk and for settlement transactions,

ernment revised the Enforcement Decree

was lowered from 5 billion won for a cor-

while derivatives transactions involving

of the Act on external audit of stock com-

poration and 2 billion won for an individual

general goods were allowed for risk hedg-

panies (March 10, 2006) and included

to 2 billion won and 1 billion won, respec-

ing purposes for corporate customers.

additionally a statement of changes in capi-

tively. Also, investment in non-performing

Insurance companies were allowed to han-

tal, which is widely used internationally, on

loans was allowed and the obligatory

dle foreign currency denominated loans to

the list of financial statements to be pro-

investment ratio in the event of investment

enhance efficiency of their asset manage-

duced by corporations.

for the purpose of participating in manager-

ment. Along with this, regulations were

The Depositor Protection Act (March

ial rights was eased.

eased on insurance companies' investment

24, 2006) was revised to help the Korea

In addition it allowed mutual savings

in foreign currency securities, with the

Deposit Insurance Corporation strengthen

banks and credit unions to handle debit

addition of credit-linked deposits to the

its examination function concerning people

cards and prepaid cards, enabling them to

range of eligible foreign currency securi-

related to the non-performing loans of trou-

secure low-cost funds through the introduc-

ties. As for credit-linked bonds, conditions

bled financial institutions and ensure the

The government devoted efforts to

tion of settlement accounts without credit

on issuers were eased in case the issuer of

practicality

enhance the efficiency and competitiveness

risk, as well as increasing convenience for

the underlying assets is a foreigner.

Understanding on carrying out the turn-

of the financial industry and ease regula-

financial consumers. It also allowed mutual

tions by expanding the business scope of

savings banks to establish credit-special-

financial institutions.

ized branch offices dealing with only lend-

Realignment of Legislation
Relating Finance

Throughout 2006, the government revised
a number of finance-related laws and regulations, with an emphasis on improving
efficiency of the financial industry, retooling the financial infrastructure and
strengthening the protection of financial
consumers.

Enhancement of Efficiency of the
Financial Industry
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of

Memorandum

IV
Foreign Exchange Policy and
Financial System Management
of the Government

to some extent. Banks were allowed to
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on the minimum investment amount and

2. Financial System Management

of

around of their management.
Improvement of Financial Infrastructure

Regarding this, Korea Deposit Insurance
Corporation was given the right to require

Firstly, to help asset management compa-

ing and bill discount businesses in order to

It enacted the Electronic Financial

that those related to non-performing loans

nies manage indirect investment property

create a climate in which they can compete

Transactions Act (promulgated on April

to submit materials and present themselves,

efficiently and avoid credit risk effectively,

fairly with banks, credit unions and com-

28, 2006, implemented on Jan. 1, 2007)

while financial institutions were included

it allowed credit derivative transactions

munity credit cooperatives, which can set

and the Enforcement Decree of the Act

besides public institutions in the list of

being related to the management of indirect

up branches freely, and to enhance conve-

(promulgated on Dec. 29, 2006, entry into

those from whom they may require rele-

investment property, while allowing the

nience for the general public and small-and

effect on Jan. 1, 2007) to clarify legal rights

vant materials. The range of materials it

borrowing of investment securities to help

medium-sized enterprises(SMEs).

and obligations of those concerned in elec-

could require was extended to include those

them generate profits through short-selling.

Regulations on the business scope of

tronic financial transactions in preparation

on business operations as well as those con-

It also eased regulations, including the limit

banks and insurance companies were eased

for the spread of e-financing, including

cerning property.
61
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Changes in the Number of Financial Institutions(1998~2006)1)

Besides, the Use and Protection of

merger between Shinhan Bank and Cho

Credit Information Act (Sept. 25, 2006)

Hung Bank, which had for a time existed as

was revised and regulations against wrong-

separate subsidiaries of Shinhan Financial

ful credit collection were tightened.

Group, with a view to helping the merged

Specifically, credit collectors were forbid-

bank strengthen its competitiveness

Banks

33

5

9

-

-

1

-

18

den to request that family members of a

through integration of its products, services

Merchant Banking
Corporations

30

22

7

1

-

-

-

2

debtor or others concerned to repay debt in

and business networks. In a similar move, it

36

8

7

19

-

-

1

41

place of the debtor or to disturb the peace of

granted approval for the merger of Shinhan

Securities
Companies

6

5

26

-

1

4

49

Card and the card business division of Cho

Asset Management
Companies4)

31

the debtor or those connected with him by
forcibly requesting that the debtor borrow

Hung Bank to help the merged card compa-

Life Insurance
Companies5)

31

9

5

4

-

-

-

21

money to repay of the debt.

ny achieve economies of scale through the

Non-life Insurance
Companies

14

2

1

4

-

-

1

16

Mutual Savings
Banks

231

106

29

15

2

-

1

110

1,666

514

110

9

19

9

2

1,025

2,072

672

173

78

21

11

9

1,282

Unit: number

Financial Institution Restructuring

In November, the government approved

Credit Unions

the merger between Mirae Asset
Throughout the year 2006, the govern-

Management Investment Consultancy and

ment encouraged financial institutions to

Mirae

carry out restructuring at their own initia-

Management, which had been pursued as

tive and steadily pushed for the improve-

part of their voluntary restructuring for

ment of management, merger or liquidation

greater management efficiency.

of certain ailing financial institutions.

Asset

Investment

Trust

EXIT2)

Merger3)

2006

Newly
established

EXIT2)

Merger3)

Notes: 1) Excludes branches of foreign financial institutions.
2) Includes revocation of license (application), bankruptcy and liquidation.
3) Number of financial institutions that ceased to exist following mergers.
4) Investment trust management companies and the former asset management companies have been classified
among asset management companies since 2004. Prior to 2003, the figures were compiled on the basis of
investment trust management companies, but those after 2004 include the former asset management companies (13 companies as of the end of 2003)
5) Excludes Postal Insurance
Source: Financial Supervisory Service

Reflecting the improved managerial status
of financial institutions, some insurance

Ssangyong Fire & Marine Insurance,

Federation, which had received a manage-

Corp. provided support amounting to 587.5

companies were graduated from the man-

which was placed in the management

ment improvement order from the supervi-

billion won from public funds to financial

agement improvement request stage.

improvement request stage in September

sory authorities on two occasions since

In the case of Green Cross Life Insurance,

2005. Since then, the company's compre-

August 2001, it was considered that the

it was graduated from the management

hensive rating in management status

volume of its accumulated deficit could not

improvement request stage as its manageri-

appraisal had improved thanks to the

be solved by the Federation's own efforts

Merger and Liquidation of

al status had improved through the increase

strengthening of its payment capacity ratio

alone, Accordingly, a plan was worked out

Financial Institutions

of its capital and efforts for management

and business results. Accordingly, it was

to pursue its management improvement

improvement (Jan. 20, 2006). In February,

graduated from the management improve-

and a further management improvement

the government approved the managerial

ment request stage in July.

order was issued in November.

the purchase of non-performing assets.

The government approved in March the

IV

Number of
institutions
Newly
at the end
established
of 2006

In the process, Korea Deposit Insurance

institutions for compensation for losses and

improvement plan of Heungkook
62

Total

1998~2005

Foreign Exchange Policy and
Financial System Management
of the Government

integration.

Number of
institutions
at the end
of 1997

In the case of the Credit Union

The plan to promote management
63

improvement included a call for the
Credit Union Federation to mount an

Support for Financial Institutions
from Public Funds

intense drive for self-improvement, including the achievement of greater organiza-

During 2006, support from public funds

tional efficiency, and a plan for the govern-

amounting to 587.5 billion won was inject-

ment to provide loans to a limited extent for

ed into financial institutions by way of

the Federation to reduce its accumulated

Korea Deposit Insurance Corp. for com-

deficit.

pensation for losses and the purchase of

The ongoing restructuring of individual
credit unions was energetically pursued
with approval being given for the mergers

V
Financial Status and
Organizational Changes

non-performing assets.
Looking at the details of the support,
funds used for the compensation of losses

involving nine credit unions while 19 other

amounted to 392.8 billion won and 194.6

credit unions were compelled to exit the

billion won was provided for the purchase

market upon their dissolution or bankruptcy.

of non-performing assets.

1. Financial Status

changes in value of foreign currency assets
Assets

The restructuring of troubled mutual sav-

By type of financial institution, support

ings banks was also carried forward vigor-

from public funds for banks came to 257.3

As of the end of 2006, the total assets of

ously and the license of Plus Mutual

billion won, that for securities companies to

the Bank of Korea stood at 303,005 billion

Savings Bank was cancelled in January and

279.9 billion won, and that for mutual sav-

won, an increase of 31,745.7 billion won

that of Invest Mutual Savings Bank in May.

ings banks to 50.4 billion won.

over the end of the previous year.

Banks

Recapitalization

Compensation
for Losses

Purchase of
Assets

increased by 7,773.8 billion won owing to
the won's appreciation.

Liabilities and Capital

The total liabilities of the Bank of Korea

10,618.5 billion won owing to a rise in

as of the end of 2006 stood at 300,989.9

overseas deposits. Security holdings grew

billion won, increased by 33,560.4 billion

Total

by 7,600.7 billion won during the year.

won during the year.

Foreign-currency denominated securities

By class of liability, deposits rose by

rose by 4,958.3 billion won, reflecting the

14,862 billion won owing to the increase in

Unit: hundred million won

Repayment of
Deposits

affected by exchange rate fluctuations,

By type of asset, deposits increased by
Public Funds Injected in 2006

< Table Ⅳ - 2 >

Adjustment Account, which reflects

2,573

-

-

-

2,573

Securities
Companies

854

1,945

-

-

2,799

Insurance
Companies

-

1

-

-

1

expansion of foreign exchange holdings,

current account deposit following the raise

Asset
Management Companies

-

-

-

-

-

Korean won-denominated securities

of reserve requirement ratios and in the

increased by 2,642.4 billion won owing to

Foreign Exchange Stabilization Fund

Mutual Savings Banks

501

-

3

-

504

Credit Unions

-

-

△2

-

△2

outright purchases of Treasury bonds.

deposit. Securities sold under repurchase

3,928

1,946

1

-

5,875

Meanwhile, the Exchange Revaluation

agreements increased by 9,230.6 billion

Total

Source: Korea Deposit Insurance Corp., the Public Fund Oversight Committee
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increased by 1,707.3 billion won.

the previous year to reach 1,479.7 billion

The Bank of Korea's capital stood at

year. This decline resulted from a net loss

won thanks to an increase in foreign cur-

3,155.0 billion won were issued to absorb

2,015.1 billion won as of the end of the

for the period of 1,759.7 billion won and a

rency deposits and the rise in international

swelling liquidity and currency issued

year under review, a reduction of 1,814.7

contribution of 55.0 billion won to the

interest rates.

Financial Status
Unit : billion won
1)

Assets
Current Assets

1)

2005

2006

change

271,259.3

303,005.0

31,745.7

265,542.9

295,627.9

30,085.0

Bounty Fund on Farmers’ and Fishermen’s

Meanwhile, total operating expenses grew

Property Formation Deposits. Meanwhile,

by 2,601.4 billion won from the previous

the net loss for the period of 1,759.7 billion

year to stand at 11,945.1 billion won.

won was made up by transfer from the vol-

Interest paid on deposits increased by 771.5

untary reserve and the legal reserve.

billion won to reach 2,337.9 billion won
owing to the expansion of the Foreign

Chah and gold/Silver bullions

74.6

69.0

-5.6

Holdings of SDRs

44.2

50.2

6.0

210,360.9

217,961.6

7,600.7

23,575.3

34,193.8

10,618.5

9,371.7

9,367.6

-4.1

For the year under review, the Bank of

0.0

0.0

0.0

Korea's net deficit for the period narrowed

Interest on MSBs issued rose by 662.3

830.0

1,007.2

177.2

31.6

0.0

-31.6

by 117.9 billion won from the previous

billion won to register 6,806.3 billion won

21,254.6

32,978.5

11,723.9

year to register 1,759.7 billion won. This

owing to a hike in their coupon rates and an

(18,345.5)

(26,119.3)

(7,773.8)

improvement was attributable to the

enlarged scale of their issuance. Interest

5,716.4

7,377.1

1,660.7

growth of operating revenue including

paid on securities sold under repurchase

271,259.3

303,005.0

31,745.7

267,429.5

300,989.9

33,560.4

interest on securities and deposits, which

agreements marked an increase of 497.1

266,821.0

300,432.0

33,611.0

served to offset the increase in operational

billion won from the previous year to stand

26,135.8

27,843.1

1,707.3

expenses including interest on deposits and

at 1,087.8 billion won.

155,235.0

158,390.0

3,155.0

1,481.2

2,529.5

1,048.3

Deposits

66,953.3

81,815.3

14,862.0

Operating revenue grew by 2,758.5 bil-

Securities sold under repurchase agreements

15,845.8

25,076.4

9,230.6

lion won from the previous year to stand at

105.6

101.9

-3.7

1,064.3

4,675.8

3,611.5

608.5

557.9

-50.6

securities holdings increased by 1,823 bil-

3,829.8

2,015.1

-1,814.7

lion won from the previous year to stand at

Legal reserve

2,194.1

2,194.1

0.0

Voluntary reserve

3,513.3

1,580.7

-1,932.6

Undivided earned surplus

-1,877.6

-1,759.7

117.9

(Net profit for the period)

(-1,877.6)

(-1,759.7)

(117.9)

Securities
Due from banks
Loans on bills
Securities bought under resale agreement
Loans to government
Loans to international finance organization
Other current assets
(Exchange Revaluation Adjustment Accoccnt)
Fixed Assets
Liabilities and Capital
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Currency issued
Monetary Stabilization Bonds issued
Government deposits

Allocation of SDRs
Other current liabilities
Long term liabilities
Capital

Note: 1) Based on the end of year

V
Financial Status and
Organizational Changes

ing volume. MSBs to the net value of

< Table Ⅴ - 1 >
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billion won from the end of the previous
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won owing to the expansion of their operat-

Income and Expenses

Exchange Stabilization Fund deposits and
the upward movement of international
interest rates.

MSBs.

10,183 billion won. Interest received on

7,126.6 billion won as the rate of return on
their swap operation of foreign currency
securities increased. The interest received
on deposits rose by 704.5 billion won from
67

Income Statement
Unit : billion won

2005

Change

the Bank will persue them as one to ener-

Plan Viewing the details of department

gize the organization in answer to changing

structure reform plan, it was decided to

7,424.5

10,183.0

2,758.5

6,638.0

9,553.2

2,915.2

environment at home and abroad and to be

establish, as part of the regular personnel

5,303.6

7,126.6

1,823.0

reborn as the central bank embracing the

reshuffle in spring 2007, Offices under

Interest on deposits

775.2

1,479.7

704.5

Interest on loans on bills

179.9

238.3

58.4

full confidence of the public. Consequently,

Direct Departmental Control in some

28.8

34.4

5.6

the Bank set up a Committee for the

large departments where the spans of

128.5

32.6

-95.9

Promotion of the Medium and Long-Term

director's control were wide.

0.9

0.7

-0.2

221.1

640.9

419.8

54.5

55.5

719.1

Interest and discounts received
Interest on securities

Interest on securities bought under resale agreement
Interest on loans to government
Interest on loans to international finance organization

Development Strategy within the Budget

The newly established offices will be

1.0

& Management Department in April 2006

placed under the control of department

564.6

-154.5

as a provisional organization and drew up

directors but the heads of the offices could

12.9

9.6

-3.3

its Medium and Long-term Development

exercise job authority on behalf of depart-

0.0

0.1

0.1

9,343.7

11,945.1

2,601.4

Strategy and Management Reform Plan

ment directors in relation to the teams

8,556.9

10,938.6

2,381.7

through gathering opinions from each

involved. A number of small teams were

Interest on deposits

1,566.4

2,337.9

771.5

department.

merged or abolished in order to maintain

Interest on MSBs issued

6,144.0

6,806.3

662.3

Interest on securities sold under repurchase agreement

590.7

1,087.8

497.1

Miscellaneous interest paid

255.8

706.6

Commissions paid

138.8

Losses on sales of securities

Miscellaneous interest received
Commissions received
Profits on sales of securities
Profits on foreign exchange transactions
Other operating revenue
Operating expenses
Interest and discount paid

As the necessity of backing the seamless

the appropriate team size of 6-15 persons

450.8

promotion of the Management Reform

and some sections whose staffing levels

62.8

-76.0

Plan

became apparent, Planning &

had been close to team levels were upgrad-

204.4

400.4

196.0

Banknote and coin manufacturing expenses

121.8

198.1

76.3

Coordination Team was re-established as

ed to teams. Organizations were established

General and administrative expenses

278.5

297.5

19.0

the Planning & Innovation Team, being

to address the demands for new fields as

43.3

47.7

4.4

assigned additional work of overall estab-

knowledge management, integrated risk

lishment and implementation of the man-

management, and research for payment and

agement reform strategy. Along with this,

settlement systems. The Bank of Korea

Other operating expenses
Operating profit

-1,919.2

-1,762.1

157.1

Non-operating revenue1)

63.2

13.6

-49.6

Non-operating expenses2)

21.6

11.2

-10.4

Profit before income taxes

-1,877.6

-1,759.7

117.9

the work of business management

merged Credit & Reserves Team and Issue

planing(including medium and long-term

Team into Credit & Reserves Team at some

development planing) of Planning &

regional branches reflecting the changes in

Budget Team were transferred to Planning

their work load. In the case of some region-

& Innovation Team and Planning Budget

al branches with a relatively heavy work

Team was renamed Budget Team.

load concerning planning and research

Income taxes
Net profit for the period

0.0

0.0

0.0

-1,877.6

-1,759.7

117.9

Notes : 1) Includes extraordinary gains.
2) Includes extraordinary losses.

2. Organizational Changes
The Bank of Korea, as Governor Lee,
68

up based on the Management Reform

Seongtae stressed in his inaugural speech in
April 2006, would set up a vision for the

In December, a Reform Plan for The

businesses, the Planing and Research teams

central bank to go forward and manage-

Infrastructure of Departments was drawn

were expanded and reorganized as

V
Financial Status and
Organizational Changes

Operating Revenue

2006

ment strategy to be shared by all staffs. And
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a Planning & Research Team and an

divisions(14 departments, one institute and

Economy Research Team to strengthen the

one center) and 12 offices attached to

planning and research function.

departments(11 offices and one institute)

Organizational Structure

< Chart Ⅴ - 1 >

In accordance with the Management

and 116 teams as their lower-level in the

Governor

Reform Plan and the recommendation of

Head office. It also had 16 Branches in

Senior Deputy Governor

the Board of Audit and Inspection of

Seoul and provincial regions, five Planning

Deputy Governors

Korea, the Bank mapped out a Plan for

and Research Offices, 55 teams and three

the Renovation of Local Organizations to

Representative offices as their lower level

realign local organizations whose work

organizations and six overseas representa-

load had declined or management efficien-

tive offices. The total number of the Bank

cy had fallen sharply owing to changes in

of Korea's staff came to 2,210 persons, an

the external and internal business environ-

increase of six from a year earlier.

ment. In line with this, it was decided to

Branches

Gyeongbuk

branch,

Suncheon

Representative Office of Gwangju

Auditor

Audit Department

Business
Management
Financial
Stability

Head Office

close down three Representative OfficesGumi office affiliated with Daegu &

V

Monetary policy Committee

Financial Status and
Organizational Changes

of Korea had a total of 16 departmental

ANNUAL REPORT

Planning & Research Offices consisting of

Monetary
Policy

International
Finance

Research
&
Statistics

Jeonnam branch and Jinju Representative
Office of Gyeongnam branch on March 3,
2007.
In January 2006, meanwhile, Foreign
Exchange Investigation Team was established within International Department to
carry out the duties assigned to the Bank of
Korea according to the revision of foreign
exchang related legislation. The duties
includes the monitoring and analysis of foreign exchange transactions and examinations on them.
As of the end of the year 2006, the Bank
70

71

Organization of the Bank of Korea
(As of Dec. 31, 2006)

Budget & Managemant Department

Planning & Coordination Team, Planning & Budget Team, Organization Development Team, Expense Accounting Team

Legal Office

Legal Planning Team, Legal Application Team

Monetary Policy Committee Office

Committee Administration Team, Committee Member Assistant Team

Secretariat
Press Office

Deputy
Governor

Information Technology Department

Information Technology Planning & Coordination Team, Systems Management Team, Sever,PC & Network Management Team, Accounting Systems Team, Settlement Systems Team,
Information Systems Team

General Affairs Department

Personnel Management Team, Payroll & Welfare Team, Staff Relations Team

Human Resources
Development Institute

Training Administration Team, Training Planning Team, Training Management Team, Instruction & Research Team

Properties Management Office

Properties Administration Team, Facilities Administration Team, Procurement Service Team

Security Department

Security & Emergency Planning Team, Guard Team

Economic Education Center

Economic Information Team, Public Relations Team, Economic Education Development Team, Economic Education Management Team

Research Department

Overall Research & Forecasting Team, Monetary & Fiscal Research Team, Financial Industry Team, Economic Activities Analysis Team, Inflation Research Team,
Industry Analysis & Regional Economies Team, International Trade Team

Overseas Economic
Information Office
Monetary Policy
Committee

Governor

Senior Deputy
Governor

Deputy
Governor

Deputy
Governor

Deputy
Governor

Library
Economic Statistics Department

Monetary & Financial Statistics Team, Balance of Payments Statistics Team, Corporate Statistics Team, Price Statistics Team, National Income Statistics Team,
Input-Output Statistics Team, Statistics Development Team, Statistics Information Team, Economic Survey Team

Institute for Monetary &
Economic Research

Research Planning & Coordination Team, Monetary Studies Team, Finance Studies Team, International Economics Team, Macroeconomics Studies Team,
Northeast Asian Economic Studies Team, Socioeconomics Studies Team, Economic Institutional Studies Team

Monetary Policy Department

Monetary Policy Planning & Coordination Team, Credit & Reserves Policy Team, Monetary Policy Analysis Team, Monetary Policy Cooperation Team, Monetary Policy Research Team

Financial Market Department

Monetary Affairs Team, Market Operations Team, Money Market Team, Fixed Income Market Team, Equity Market & Corporate Finance Team

Financial System Stability
Department

Banking Analysis & Coordination Team, External Affairs Team, Banking Research Team, Financial Stability Analysis Team, Bank Analysis Team Ⅰ∙Ⅱ∙Ⅲ∙Ⅳ

Payment System & Treasury Service
Department

Payment Systems Policy Team, Payment Systems Stability Team, Payment Systems Management Team, Electronic Banking Team, Loans & Settlement Team

Treasury & Debt Securities
Office

Treasury Team, Debt Securities Team

Currency Issue Department

Issue Policy Team, Planning Team, Issue Team, Verification & Counting Team

International Department

International Planning Team, International Finance Research Team, Foreign Exchange Business Team, Foreign Exchange Review Team, Foreign Exchange Market Team,
International Finance Monitoring Team, Foreign Exchange Analysis Team, Foreign Exchange Investigation Team, Foreign Exchange Information System Team

International Relations Office
Deputy
Governor

Overseas Economic Analysis Team, Europe & the Americas Team, Asia Team

International Cooperation Team, Central Bank Cooperation Team, International Organization Team

Represenatative Offices: New York, Frankfurt, Tokyo, London, Hong kong, Beijing
Reserve Management Department

Reserve Management Planning Team, Risk Management Team, Performance Analysis Team, External Management Team

Reserve Investment
Office

Investment Strategy Team, Portfolio Management Team Ⅰ∙Ⅱ∙Ⅲ∙Ⅳ

Reserve Management Support
Office

Settlement Team, Reserve Information System Team

Branch : Busan, Daegu Gyeongbuk, Mokpo, Gwangju Jeonnam, Jeonbuk, Daejeon Chungnam, Chungbuk,
Gangwon, Incheon, Jeju, Gyeonggi, Gyeongnam, Gangneung, Ulsan, Pohang, Gangnam
Auditor

Audit Department

Audit Planning Team, Audit Team Ⅰ∙Ⅱ∙Ⅲ∙Ⅳ∙Ⅴ∙Ⅵ

General Affairs Team, Planning & Research Office(Planning & Financial Research Team,
Economic Research Team) Planning & Research Team, Credit & Reserves Team, Issue Team,
Verification & Counting Team, Representative Office
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Members of the Monetary Policy Committee
(As of 31 December 2006)

Lee, Seongtae

Governor of the Bank of Korea

Kang, Moon-Soo

Recommended by the Ministry of Finance and Economy

Lee, Duk-Hoon

Recommended by the Governor of the Bank of Korea

Lee, Sung-Nam

Recommended by the Chairman of the Financial Supervisory
Commission

Lee, Sung-il

Senior Deputy Governor of the Bank of Korea

Shim, Hoon

Recommended by the Chairman of Korea Federation of Banks

Park, Bong-Heum

Recommended by the Chairman of the Korea Chamber of
Commerce & Industry

Executives of the Bank of Korea
(As of 31 December 2006)

Title

Name

Governor

Lee, Seongtae

Senior Deputy Governor

Lee, Sung-il

Deputy Governor

Park, Jae-Hwan

Deputy Governor

Kim, Soo-Myung

Deputy Governor

Rhee, Yeung-Kyun

Deputy Governor

Yoon, Han-Keun

Deputy Governor

Kim, Byung-Hwa

Auditor

Nahm, Sang-Duck
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Main Economic Indicators
Unit

2003

2004

2005

2006

2006.1

2

3

35,754.7

37,272.4

38,785.4

41,664.0

41,336.0

41,655.5

40,991.9

41,190.0

40,734.4

40,715.1

41,973.7

40,287.2

41,500.4

43,199.9

41,507.4

(6.5)

(4.2)

(4.1)

(7.4)

(9.0)

(5.0)

(7.8)

(8.6)

(7.4)

(7.6)

(10.2)

(4.3)

(4.1)

(8.7)

(5.2)

(11.3)

40,749.0

38,791.8

43,249.0

51,869.5

43,991.5

41,635.8

45,338.3

41,633.4

41,239.1

43,069.9

41,314.8

42,727.4

43,350.2

37,997.2

39,721.1

51,869.5

(7.3)

(-4.8)

(11.5)

(19.9)

(10.3)

(6.0)

(7.0)

(11.2)

(1.7)

(5.8)

(6.2)

(3.9)

(10.3)

(-3.4)

(-2.6)

(19.9)

283,397.4

306,842.5

332,902.1

326,548.3 325,711.9

351,588.5

(6.9)

(8.3)

(8.5)

298,952.9

321,727.7

332,344.9

(5.4)

(7.6)

(3.3)

888,988.6

929,640.6

(7.9)

(4.6)

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1)

Money

Reserve money
<Period-averages>

billion won
%

<End of period>

billion won
%

44,876.4

M1
<Period-averages>

billion won
%

<End of period>

billion won
%

330,134.1 327,542.1
(-0.8)

(1.7)

371,087.6 326,592.1
(11.7)

(2.7)

324,222.6

323,908.4

326,949.2

330,267.7

325,958.2

327,648.4

333,597.5

337,666.0

(-2.7)

(-3.0)

(-2.3)

(-3.0)

(-4.7)

(-6.1)

(-5.6)

(-1.9)

(10.0)

(10.4)

323,672.2 322,435.3

326,731.4

328,653.7

338,989.2

330,809.4

324,743.6

341,186.6

335,799.8

344,526.7

371,087.6

(-2.2)

(-0.4)

(-0.4)

(-4.8)

(-4.7)

(-0.5)

(0.9)

(11.7)

(11.7)

(-0.7)
(-2.2)

(-1.6)

M2
<Period-averages>

billion won
%

<End of period>

billion won
%

898,069.4
(3.0)

993,960.1 1,076,682.4 1,027,697.4 1,034,711.9 1,042,293.6
(6.9)

(8.3)

(7.3)

(7.2)

(6.6)

954,722.5 1,021,448.7 1,149,262.1 1,024,480.2 1,035,663.8 1,040,062.1
(6.3)

(7.0)

(12.5)

(7.7)

(6.7)

(7.2)

1,048,598.6 1,055,855.4 1,072,886.5 1,082,577.5 1,084,752.6 1,098,444.2 1,110,360.9 1,123,714.6 1,138,295.5
(6.8)

(7.1)

(7.7)

(7.7)

(7.5)

(8.9)

(10.1)

(11.1)

(11.4)

1,049,856.3 1,064,381.4 1,082,235.0 1,076,369.6 1,086,334.6 1,112,597.1 1,111,457.6 1,128,558.8 1,149,262.1
(6.3)

(7.8)

(8.2)

(6.9)

(8.2)

(10.8)

(10.8)

(11.3)

(12.5)

Lf
<Period-averages>

billion won 1,187,839.8 1,260,547.1 1,348,818.8 1,454,858.8 1,398,707.3 1,407,971.3 1,413,306.8
%

<End of period>

(8.8)

(6.1)

(7.0)

(7.9)

(7.2)

(7.4)

(7.0)

billion won 1,209,750.8 1,295,821.8 1,391,559.6 1,538,299.7 1,390,571.0 1,406,252.4 1,408,235.4
%

1,421,447.5 1,430,748.5 1,445,440.3 1,460,729.4 1,468,210.0 1,479,577.9 1,494,767.6 1,510,883.0 1,526,516.2
(7.4)

(7.6)

(7.3)

(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.9)

(8.7)

(9.4)

(9.6)

1,423,957.1 1,436,084.6 1,454,800.5 1,460,110.6 1,471,061.7 1,496,435.2 1,497,766.0 1,517,860.9 1,538,299.7

(4.7)

(7.1)

(7.4)

(10.5)

(7.1)

(7.0)

(7.5)

(6.9)

(7.7)

(7.7)

(7.0)

(7.9)

(9.5)

(9.5)

(9.8)

(10.5)

Call market rate(overnight)2) %per annum

3.96

3.62

3.32

4.19

3.74

3.92

3.97

3.97

3.96

4.17

4.21

4.42

4.47

4.48

4.47

4.50

Yields on treasury bonds

〃

4.55

4.11

4.27

4.83

5.02

4.87

4.93

4.95

4.78

4.89

4.89

4.77

4.69

4.62

4.72

4.82

Yields on corporate bonds3)

〃

5.43

4.73

4.68

5.17

5.50

5.33

5.30

5.24

5.05

5.17

5.18

5.10

5.02

4.93

5.05

5.18

General loans4)

〃

6.24

5.90

5.59

5.99

5.79

5.76

5.89

5.83

5.89

5.98

6.10

6.16

6.13

6.09

6.04

6.19

%

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.03

0.04

0.03

0.03

Interest rates

Ratio of dishonored bills5)
6)

%

3.1

4.7

4.2

5.0

-

-

1.0

-

-

0.8

-

-

1.2

-

-

0.9

Private consumption

〃

-1.2

-0.3

3.6

4.2

-

-

1.2

-

-

0.6

-

-

0.9

-

-

1.0

Construction investment

〃

7.9

1.1

-0.2

-0.4

-

-

0.0

-

-

-0.9

-

-

2.0

-

-

1.9

Facilities investment

〃

-1.2

3.8

5.7

7.6

-

-

-1.0

-

-

2.2

-

-

3.8

-

-

0.1

Exports of goods and services

〃

15.6

19.6

8.5

12.4

-

-

2.6

-

-

4.9

-

-

2.2

-

-

0.5

Imports of goods and services

〃

10.1

13.9

7.3

11.3

-

-

3.8

-

-

4.5

-

-

2.2

-

-

-0.6
-0.6

G

D

P

Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing

〃

-5.3

9.2

0.7

-2.6

-

-

-2.2

-

-

-0.7

-

-

-0.4

-

-

Manufacturing

〃

5.5

11.1

7.1

8.4

-

-

0.8

-

-

1.6

-

-

2.2

-

-

1.0

Electricity, Gas and Water

〃

4.7

6.6

7.8

3.5

-

-

-0.3

-

-

0.7

-

-

0.6

-

-

-0.4

Construction

〃

8.6

1.8

-0.1

-0.1

-

-

-0.2

-

-

-1.4

-

-

3.6

-

-

0.6

Services

〃

1.6

1.9

3.4

4.2

-

-

1.1

-

-

0.7

-

-

0.9

-

-

1.2

Notes : 1) Figures in parenthesis are rates of increase compared with the same period the previous year.
2) Period-average, based on uncollateralized intermediated transactions. (Bridge-call transactions
between investment trust management & securities companies and investment trust management
companies are excluded until 2004)
3) Non-guaranteed bonds (AA-) with three-year maturity.
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4) Average lending rate on new lending of deposit money banks, excluding overdrafts and minus loans
5) Nationwide dishonored value basis, affer adjustment of electronic settlement.
6) Compared with the same period of the previous year, figures for the 3rd, 6th, 9th & 12th months are
rates of increase on a quarterly basis.
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2003

2004

2005

2006

2006.1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

ANNUAL REPORT Appendix

Unit

12

Price dexes7)
consumer prices

%

3.5

3.6

2.8

2.2

2.2

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.3

2.4

2.4

2.7

2.5

2.2

2.1

2.1

Producer prices

〃

(3.4)

(3.0)

(2.6)

(2.1)

(0.6)

(0.2)

(0.6)

(0.1)

(0.2)

(-0.2)

(0.4)

(0.6)

(0.3)

(-0.5)

(-0.5)

(0.3)

〃

2.2

6.1

2.1

2.3

2.1

1.7

1.4

1.5

2.6

3.2

2.8

3.4

3.1

1.9

1.9

2.2

〃

(3.1)

(5.3)

(1.7)

(2.2)

(0.6)

(0.0)

(0.1)

(0.7)

(0.6)

(0.0)

(0.4)

(0.8)

(0.3)

(-1.0)

(-0.5)

(0.1)

22,139

22,557

22,856

23,151

22,471

22,412

22,848

23,242

23,484

23,501

23,447

23,164

23,330

23,463

23,458

22,989

Employment
Number of persons employed

thousand persons

Number of persons unemployed

〃

818

860

887

827

869

953

921

846

783

819

823

807

766

789

768

784

Unemployment rate

%

3.6

3.7

3.7

3.5

3.7

4.1

3.9

3.5

3.2

3.4

3.4

3.4

3.2

3.3

3.2

3.3

2,345,103 2,376,756

2,388,083

2,259,765

2,551,295

2,533,465

2,476,598

2,666,384

2,558,144

2,309,915

3,296,130

(5.8)

(5.3)

(7.6)

(4.3)

(6.1)

(5.6)

(1.4)

(11.3)

(5.5)

(4.9)

2,309,234 2,267,376

8)

Wages

won

All industry

%

Industrial activities indexes
(Manufacturing)
Production9)

(9.2)

2,254,889 2,404,385
(6.0)

(6.6)

2,541,886 2,738,348
(5.7)

(20.5)

(-7.1)

2,358,089

2,158,501

2,504,405

2,530,793

2,459,550

2,581,093

2,607,439

2,180,911

3,572,365

%

(8.7)

(9.5)

(8.1)

(5.7)

(24.6)

(-11.4)

(5.8)

(3.7)

(7.9)

(3.7)

(6.0)

(5.3)

(-0.1)

(13.2)

(5.8)

(6.9)

won

Manufacturing

2,127,401

2,017,864

2,209,335 2,387,579

2,522,501 2,740,844

%

5.4

10.5

6.2

10.5

8.0

22.5

11.2

11.1

13.2

11.8

5.2

11.8

18.3

5.8

7.4

3.4

Shipments9)

〃

4.7

9.3

5.5

8.1

5.4

18.0

7.9

8.8

10.7

8.5

1.9

9.6

16.7

3.2

5.4

3.3

9)

Inventories

〃

6.3

9.6

2.4

6.2

-0.3

2.3

3.8

3.6

5.2

7.4

7.3

7.4

6.5

7.3

7.1

6.2

Average capacity utilization ratio

〃

78.3

80.3

79.7

81.1

83.1

80.9

81.3

79.3

80.9

81.9

76.7

81.2

84.0

81.9

81.6

80.5

hundred mil ion U.S.$

119.5

281.7

149.8

60.9

0.9

-7.8

-4.3

-16.1

13.6

9.4

-3.9

-6.4

14.1

17.6

42.4

1.5

(Goods)

〃

219.5

375.7

326.8

292.1

14.8

8.4

29.1

18.8

28.2

27.1

16.2

14.4

31.7

26.9

57.1

19.5

(Services)

〃

-74.2

-80.5

-136.6

-187.6

-16.4

-18.1

-15.4

-13.5

-13.5

-11.8

-17.4

-20.9

-15.5

-11.9

-14.3

-18.8

〃

139.1

76.0

47.6

186.2

36.3

21.1

7.9

48.6

5.1

-16.9

17.3

12.3

18.1

-22.6

4.4

54.6

1,938.2

2,538.4

2,844.2

3,254.6

232.6

237.9

268.4

255.9

279.3

279.5

257.7

272.9

296.5

280.2

306.0

287.8

(19.3)

(31.0)

(12.0)

(14.4)

(3.6)

(16.6)

(12.1)

(11.9)

(20.8)

(17.9)

(10.9)

(16.9)

(20.9)

(10.5)

(18.5)

(12.3)

1,788.3

2,244.6

2,612.4

3,093.8

230.9

235.1

259.5

244.9

262.1

260.2

255.5

270.3

276.4

256.2

267.7

275.2

(17.6)

(25.5)

(16.4)

(18.4)

(18.7)

(27.8)

(13.9)

(15.3)

(23.9)

(22.2)

(18.8)

(22.9)

(21.6)

(13.1)

(12.2)

(13.8)

Balance of payment
Current account

Capital account
10)

Foreign trade
Exports

hundred mil ion U.S.$
%

Imports

hundred mil ion U.S.$
%
11)

Foreign exchange holdings
Exchange rate of won12)
againsst U.S. dollar

hundred mil ion U.S.$

1,553.5

1,990.7

2,103.9

2,389.6

2,169.3

2,159.5

2,173.4

2,228.9

2,246.9

2,243.6

2,257.2

2,270.2

2,282.2

2,294.6

2,342.6

2,389.6

won

1,192.6

1,035.1

1,011.6

929.8

964.6

970.9

971.6

943.4

945.6

948.9

955.2

961.5

946.2

942.3

929.5

929.8

(-0.5)

(15.2)

(2.3)

(8.8)

(4.9)

(4.2)

(4.1)

(7.2)

(7.0)

(6.6)

(5.9)

(5.2)

(6.9)

(7.4)

(8.8)

(8.8)

%

Notes : 7) Compared with the same period of the previous year. Figures in parenthesis are rates of increase compared
with the previous month and figures in yearly date indicate rates of increase compared with the last month
of the previous year.
8) Monthly earnings. Figures in parenthesis are rates of increase compared with the same period of the previous year. Covers establishments with five or more regular employees.
9) Compared with the same period of the previous year.
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10) On a customs-clearance basis. Figures in parenthesis are rates of increase compared with the same period
of the previous year.
11) As of the end of the periods.
12) Closing rate of the end of the period. Figures in parenthesis indicate appreciation (+) or depreciation (-)
rates of the won compared with the end of the previous year.
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